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The unlv«rt« of knowledge is dynaralc» ever-growing, 
and raultldinensional in nature* A micro thought of today may 
become a full fledged diacipline of tomorrow* Retrospective 
researches are being conducted in every field of study» 
particularly in the field of science and technology* In 
every comer of the world potential of the researches may 
be observed through the ever increasing nuiid>er if literature 
being published* It is knowledge explosion which gave 
rise to the enormous literature coming out daily* Parti-
cularly periodical publication in every field of study is 
multiplying day by day* For the bibliographical control 
on this huge amounts of literature the concept of docu-
mentation and information science came into being the aim 
of documentation and informa ion stience is to enhance 
the research potential and to avoid the dupiication of the 
research works* For this purpose several agencies have 
been launched on thenational and into national bases* 
These agencies established by goverranents and privately, 
cover almost all the subjects of the day* Abstractingt 
indexing services are being furnished by the different 
agencies* Several techniques, methods, and systems have 
evalved and there are many systems which are conqputerized* 
in the field of information-sfcience, networks on national 
and International level have been establlshod* 
It it hunbXy md^avourtd in this pr«»«nt work* 
to cover all «sp«etc of th« problema« It consists of two 
parts* Tha first it tha daacriptiva in which a datailed 
account of information network systems has been covered. 
References to the sources consulted in the development 
of this part» are indicated underneath* 
Part two consists of a list of periodicals* a 
list of subject headinga« the main bibliography* author 
index( and a title index* 
ScoD^ and aources of eoBPilationi 
The bibliography includes 24C entries which are 
not coBq>rehenaive but are fairly representative of the 
subject* A general survey of the literature available 
in important libraries of Delhi and Maulana Asad Library* 
Aligarh» is made* 
Although the bibliography is essentially selective 
in nature* I have tried my level beat to cover all appects 
of the problem* 
As tax a9 possible the Indian atandarda recommen* 
ded for bibliographical reference (ave been followed* In 
certain eaae* where the said standards do not give any 
guidance* I have preferred ray own judgment* 
Th« •fitri«s in th* bibliography contain abatracttt 
giving tho easantial information about tha article* docu-
m«ntod« I hava givan informativa abatract« rathar than 
indieativa which aiiminataa tha burdan of consulting tha 
original artielat in tha pariodicals. 
Efforts hava bean mada to arranga the entries under 
coextensive subject headings* For this purpose a conqare-
hensive list of subject headings has been included. For 
the develO|Mftent of subject headings, no classification 
scheme was found to give a coextensive class nundt>er, there-
fore the headings have been derieved by following a logical 
helpful sequence* guided by postulates and principles of 
helpful sequence given in CC« Although there is always 
scope for diff<^rence of opinion on any issue* the list of 
subject headings is expected to be helpful to the consul-
tants of the bibliography* 
Ikaxistitaixxxxxx •*»******»xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
The entries are serially numbered and the following 
items of information are contained in the various entries: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
J) 
k) 
1) 
m) 
n) 
o) 
P) 
Serial number 
Name of author/authors 
A full stop (.) 
Title of contribution including sub-title and 
alternative title, if any 
A full stop (•} 
Title of periodical in abbreviated form and 
under lined so far as possible. 
A full stop (.) 
Volume number 
A comma ^») 
Issue number 
A semi colon (}) 
Month 
A comma {,) 
Year 
A semicolon (|) 
Inclusive pages of the article 
AlDhabetical indixest 
Bibliography contains on exhaustive author and a 
title index in alphabetical sequences. See and see also 
references have been provided to facilitate the consul-
tation of the bibliography and to meet the needs of the 
various approachtt. Cenaldaration of the permutation In 
tha names of the authors has been specially kept in mind. 
Z hope it will augment the utility of the biblio-
graphy. 
Appreeiatl(M) it du* to Mr* AXT Muzafar Khani, 
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CHAPT^-I 
ABOUT INDIAN TRADE RELATION 
The present study Is an attempt to analyse India's 
rapidly increasing trade relation with middle East, Americaft 
European and Asian countries and its role in her economic 
development. International trade an instrumental role in the 
development of the Peripheral areas of British through the 
ensrmous increase in the demand of British Economy for primary 
products of the under developed countries and the foreign 
private capital, attracted by trade opportunities found in 
them. 
The favourable relationship of trade and growth 
disappeared after the first World War due to inelastic 
demand of the advanced countries for the primary products 
of the under developed areas and the destructive trade polides 
adopted by theia. Most of the under developed countries became 
independent and their developmental needs substantially 
increased their import requirements over the export products 
which remained stagnant. Consequently the under developed 
countries faced chronic trade deficits in their balance of 
payments and accute foreign exchange problems compelled them 
to seek new markets for their exports. 
The persistent foreign exchange probl^ns and the 
•' 2 ' 
immediat« need of flnanelng her programme of industrial 
dovelopnientt conpelled India to explore nev. markets for 
her exports. The Soviet Union ^id other £a8t European 
countries were found good markets as they were looking 
forward for dtv .loping their trade relations v»ith the 
developing countries like India bacause of their develop-
mental needs* They jxtrchased substantial quantl;^ of our 
traditional products in return for the capital quantity 
of our traditional products In return for the capital 
goods and equipment thay supplied to us for our programme 
of industrial developments* They also provided adequate 
assistance in establishing some industrial plants and 
building up some pov/er stations* Recently they have 
purchased considerable quantities of Ov'ner manufacture 
goods and have thexeby improved the employmant opportunities 
in our industries* Moareoevery India* s trade with these 
countries is bilateral and the payments are mide in India 
rupees w^ lich enable her to save large amount of foreign 
exchange* The growing trade with the Asia has mostly been 
in favour of India and conducive to her eoonomie development 
The history of trade is closely connected with the 
development of the techniques of transportation and 
coTomunication* Long distance trading apparently developed 
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first along d«t«rt xout«t wihlch wer* advantageous in that 
coraparatlvely Iarg« groups could travel together in Carvans 
and defend thQi.iselvos against murderers, OasoB could be used 
as parts of call and d^ots* In this way trade sprang up 
between two of tle oldest civilizations in the river valleys 
of Mesopotamia and Egypt* A large Caravan was required 
to convey tOO tonnes and its progress was to slow. There-
forot the goods which entered this trade had a high voluine 
in proportion to their bulk. They included such things 
as oriental spices» druas and dyes as well as fine textile 
fabrics and variety of metal ornaments» nocestaries 
played a subordinate role. Casavan trade retained it 
essential characterastics for centuries. In the course 
of tinje, howevor, it becane subordinate to trade by 
sea routes* 
The first people to add this development to our 
land trade were the Phoenicians* Icxom their bases on 
the '^iyrian coast they carried goods by sea to Cypaus 
and Rhodes and step by step found their way to the 
western Uediterinian and beyond* The original cities 
of Tyre and Sidon and the colonies they founded of which 
Carthage became the chief were true cormnercial centres* 
Glassware» textiles and articles wrought in metal were 
1 • Encyclopedia Britanicat Britain* 
2* International iEconc»alc by ^ sdb^ «^ urg* 
•xchang«d for tint eopp«r vnd sllv«r in tho 'v«gt» Th« 
Phon«niei«n nerehwitt apparently mada thair axehangat on 
tha baaia of gooda for goodai it reraainad for thair rlvala 
and aueeaaaorat tha Oraaka to apraad the uae of coined 
money» which probably iqppaarad in tha ath centur/* Athena 
in particular introduced and maintained an excellent 
ailver currencyt v^ich wtm general acceptance olive ikll« 
figa» honey» pottery and email quantities of metal and 
textile gooda* Its trade with the porta on the Blakk aea 
waa an early ex«i|>le of dependence for essential food 
auppliea on regular comnunieation by aea* The fortified 
harbour of pera(iva alao atraehed a conaiderable VOIUOM of 
entrepot tradop being uaed by tie mermanta of Aaia Minor 
and Syria in their ctealin^a with the reat of Greece and 
with the countriea of the weat Greek commercial entatpriae 
waa offered new e^portunitiea when the conqueata of 
Alexander the Great opened the way into the heart of Aaia* 
The conaequent atimulva to long diatance trade waa reflected 
in the growth of Antioeh and Alexandria aa great and 
commercial eitiaa. 
The ordinary means of 'Mercantile ay stem la to 
increaae our wealth and treasure declared Thomas Mun in 
the middle of the 17th century is by foreign trade» when 
where in we must ever observe this rule* to seil more to 
strangers yearly than we conaume of their in value* This 
meant that a government should see that the value of the 
coimnoditiea exported was greater than that of those 
importedi the difference it was supposed* would have to 
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b« paid In tr««tiir«| e«in or bullion, Tho meant oioptod 
to toeuro a favourablo balaneo of trado in thia aanoa 
conatitutod tho ao»oallad aoreantila ay a tarn* Tha trado 
with foraign eeuntriaa in gonaral and each country in 
particular waa axaminad to diacovar whathar the ganaral 
and particular balancaa wera or wara not favourable* If a 
balance vwa ccnaldered to be unfavourable atepa had to be 
taken to correct it* 
The great importance in the industrial age waa 
attadied to the trade in sugar and tobacco and tho Eaat 
India Con^any*a mon<H)l»ly in taa» ia an indication of the 
change which had come over long distance trade* Trade waa 
now aupplying the neceaaariea wt»re only to be obtained 
in oKchemge for **hor gooda^ the increasing demand promoted 
induatries in the trading countriea* This was particularly 
the case in Qreat Britain where trade oxpenslon led to an 
induatrial revolution* A country which had attenpted to 
uae colonial staples in order to becomG^a nation of 
"Shopkeepers'* fcwnd itself converted into"the Workahop 
of the world"• Its position as a great ocean carrier 
the financial system which had been built up the freedom 
of movement for persons and goods within its boundries 
and the natural reaourcea in coal and iron all contributed 
to this conversion* The end of the 19th century the trado 
with India had been looked upon with soroe disfavours a 
certain induet|ry can be aold for more than the value of 
the labour it caontains» additional labour will transfer 
into that industry from other occupaiiona to earn the 
alMwnuix 
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abnom«l profits avallabXo th«x«» Supply will axpand until 
the pric9 is brought dovm to the valuo of iha labour it 
contains* Si'^ilarly* if a cofomodity sells for less than 
the wor^ of its labourt labour will move away into other 
lines until ^ e gap is closed* The tendency of wages towards 
equality with in a country results in prices of goods 
equal to their labour such as to ei^ ualize the return to 
labour in all occupations and regions* If wages are higher 
in Calefomia than in Massachusetts» labour will migrate 
to Calefornia* This will lowor wages in California raise 
them in Mussachusettt and the movement will continue until 
the retuxn to labour id equated in the two regi«is*After 
labour has spread itself amcmg several regions to equalize 
wagesi the3^ e regions will produce and sell to each other 
what each region can r^ aks the cheapest* Xtn advantage in 
such cois'Tjoditles over other regions will be absolute* 
Therefore the theory of trade applicable to regions of 
a country is the theory of absolute advantage* 
Classical economists thought that the laboitr theory 
of value valid in trade with In a country c<!|n not be applied 
betweent nations* since factors ot production are l^ nraoblle 
Inemationally* It waoes are higher in the bnited 3tate 
than in Britain, they stay higher, for migration can not 
take stances, the clssical economists asked, what will the 
i;nitod otate sell to Britain and Britain to America. 
Suppose there are two countries and two consnodlties* 
If each couatfy can produce one good cheaper than if can be 
produced in the other, as in tne case of domistic trade, 
each will h-^ ve an advantage in the proouction of one commo-
d«ty and a disadvantages In the ;:rod»4Ction of the other. 
Each country will then bo anxious to exoort the cormodety 
In \«^ ich it has an advantage and import the conmodetv in 
which It has a disadvatage. The position is suggested in 
the following labe» where wheat can produced more cheaply 
in the Untied ^tate and cloth more cheaply in Britain. Tho 
United State has an absolute advantage in vheat and an 
absolute disadvantage in cloth. It will export wheat and 
import cloth» v^ich» with the numerical values givent ^ nay 
be assumed to exchange on© for the other the numerical 
values givent way be assumed to exchange one for tho ther 
at something I'k© the rate of one yard sf cl:th for one 
bushel of wheat. 
But sup ose that tho labour content of both wheat 
and cloth is less in the United States than in Britain. 
Suppose that instead of merely 2 yairds of cloth p r week 
a nan in the United Hate can produce to. xkixa It is 
evident that labc-r Is nora effcient in the united itate 
than in the United Kingd(xn» and wages in the i ntied State 
will be higher on that account. 3y a88u;T»ption however, 
migration will note liko pi.ce to equalize ivsge rates. 
Trade can not nov^  follow th.i> decree of absolute 
advantage* and a nev/ principle is needed to take its place. 
This was developed by David >\ecordo more then 150 years ago, 
in the lav^  of conparativo advantage. I^ icardo observed th. t 
in cases sinilar to ours, while the United :^ tate had a 
absolute advantage over [Britain in both wheat and clothe it 
had a greater advantage in wheat than in cloth. He concluded 
that a country would export the product In which it had tthe 
greater advantaget or a c(mp«rative advantage, and i"^ port 
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the c<X!iniodety in which its advantage was less, or in which 
it had a comparative disadvantaoe* In this example the 
United State v/ould export wheat and import cloth, even 
though it could produce cloth more efficiently than iiritain. 
The tern trade is ccnnrnonly under st od to mean e/cha-
ges of goods merchandise among peoole* If comprehanges 
eveiy speais of exchange or dealing in goods. Trade nay be 
interoAl or external* y^ internal or d^nestic trade is 
meant transaoticns taking place viith in the geographical 
boundaries of a nations or region. It is also known as 
antra reginal or hv^ ae trade. External or enternationel on 
tho other hand is trado arjong different coun ries or trade 
across political frontiers* International trade thus refers 
to the exchange of qoods and servic-'^ s b(jtwe'n one country 
or region and other. It is also s«>i»3ti as known as entergio-
nal or goreign trade. Tradu bat.vstjn ona nations and other 
is called International trade and trade >^vith in tho territory 
of a nation en ernal trade* 
The raped growth of India* s trado with the other 
countries draws one's attention t; Its role in her economic 
development. This strdy aims to consider >ndia*s rapidly 
growing trade ttih these countries in the context of the 
relat/onship of grovith through trade. In I'^ th century the 
international trade palyed an itaportant role in pro?nfcting 
the oconorilc develc.pr-ent of nev; countries, will in doVi?od 
with the favourable Socio-ilconomic advantages. The growth 
was transmitted fro: Oritain to her peripheral areas through 
the enormous increase in the demand of Britain for tho 
primary product of these countries and huge foreign private 
f) 
capital Invasted in tham* Tha algnlfieanea of aueh a pattarn 
of grovvth through the export of raw matarial and food atuffs 
havo practically disappaarad aftoet the first world war dua 
to tha prograas of technology In the ativancod economic 
change is in the structure of their domand for the priuiary 
product of under defelopvdl countries development of synthetic 
aubstitutieSf ancreaaing protection for dcKitestlc agriculture 
and the raatrietive trade policies acJoptad by them. 
The econor ic gro th of tho industrially advance countries 
did not hijlp the nroduction of primary product of the under 
developed countries by increasing their do-end and for their 
da^ ^^ and for primary product of the under develped co n tries 
by Increasing their demand forthara* Their demand for primary 
product Is income inlartic and tending to decline consequently 
the under devalued countries faced serious foreign exchange 
problems in the process of industrialization* fhe import 
requirement of the under devclpped countries in order to 
finance their progranmea* of industrial development. Excudad 
the export proceeds which had remained atannant and they 
faced a chronic defecit in thier balance of payments. These 
trends in world developed countries to s^aich for HCKAT avenues 
for their exports. The centrally planned ec^ -no:aics were of 
such stages of thetr developitient that they were In need of 
developing trade relation with the under develpping trade 
relation with the under develooed countries and there fore 
the trade between the tvo blocs has Increased to a consider* 
able extent. 
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India alto oecupiat a parmanant paaltion among the 
davaloplng eountrlaa ao far as the trada of the davaXoping 
and the centrally planned eeonomias is concerned. Perpltent 
foreign exchange problema and developmental needs vmptmtwi 
compelled India to aeak new markets for her exports of 
crude products. The Soviet Union and other East European 
countries because of their economic necessity purchased 
in increasing quantity of our traditional products and 
alao some of the products fr<»Q the new units set up they 
have also provided adequate assistaoice in establishing 
the some steel plants «nd building up some power stations. 
India's trade with ftese countries has expanded strictly 
on the principles of equality of trade partners their 
mutual benefit and avoidance of discriminatory measures 
as far aa possible. 
India's trade with these countries is being carried 
en through the conclusion of bilateral trade and payments 
are made in terms of unconvertible agreemtns. 
Indian rupee has inabled India to save enroraous 
amount of foreign exchange and use it for financing her 
economic development. The increasing export of our 
traditional products to the Soviet Union and other middle 
East countries has helped India to stablize the prices of 
her traditional producta in the traditional market or at 
least avoid a decline. Moreovert the rapidly rising demand 
of these countries for sophisticated goods now being 
produced in India has strengthened the industrial base 
and iB«>roved the Minployraent opportunities in our engineer-
ing and manufacturing industries. The ccmtention of the 
critics that India's trade with the Soviet Union and other 
Eas 
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Eatt European countries is not advantagsous to India has 
bean exarainad in terms of the possibilities of India*s 
trade expansion with the bloe without entering into 
bilateral trade and paynwnts agreements prices of export 
we are receiving from and the prices of imports we are 
paying to thera« terms of trade and the expansion of our 
trade with these countries at the cost of our traditional 
markets* the unit valves calculated of wir exports to 
and i'Ttports from the Soviet Union and Middle East countries 
are major trade partner from the blae vi^-a-vis to 
advanced countries of the world do not support the 
agreements given against the rapidly increasing and 
fruitful India's trade with these countries. Terms of 
trade calculated has also been found to be in favour of 
India* 
The substantial expansion in India's trade with 
the Soviet Union and o^er East European countries the 
economic necessatlties of both the trade partners and 
their increasing demand for over engineering and other 
manufacturing products make it logical to concentrate 
on the background of Indian trade with these countries. 
And as India'Sy trade with this bloc is becoming 
increasingly c<mducive to her economic growth the 
possibilities of further strengthening our trade 
relations with these countries have to be explored. 
Today the natimial state is doninentpolitical 
entity. Most countriesy from an economic point of view 
are still intimately linked with others. A few- the 
United States the Soviet Union and China ccmld cwiceivably 
to themselves for other countries such an act would 
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bord«r on the unthankabl*. It would bring about not only 
a dravtle loworlng of oconomlc welfare but also so 
complete change of ways of llfo* For practical purpose all 
countries nust escape the fact that the/ are part of a 
world economy* No country can escape its role in system 
of enter depMndent trading nations. 
The degree of inter dependence is on the increase 
would trade in CMomodities has increased 7 pereent per 
year during the salt last ft years* This growth rate is 
considerably faster than that of total wovld output or 
income* 
The high degree of integration of the world 
eeonoEiy is shown in many ways* In 1966 an estimated 
128 million prople traveled abroad capital to move 
quite freely between countries capital movements are 
mere important today than they have been ct any time since 
before world war I international movements of technology 
and managerial skills» often in the form of direct 
InvestflMntSf are now more important than ever considerable 
migration of IMkbeur takes place* 
It is sometimes ifna argued ^ a t the world 
economy before 1914 has integrated to a dftgree not 
since equated* This debatable* True» capital movements 
were very important before 1914| Great Britain for 
instance invested a staggering proportion of its total 
savings abroad in the 40 years before World War I. At the 
•«Be time however capital markets were not so well 
integrated as they re today among leading industrial 
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nations, which Is dtnonstratod by the fact tht short 
torm Interest rats differentiates were much larger before 
1914 than they are today• 
Tariffs and other trade barriers on economic 
political nature were low before World War I, especially 
before the 18905. But natural abstades in the form of 
high transport costs and poor communicaticms were mudh 
more important than they xe today* Further more, ^ e 
rise of the truely international corporation is a recent 
phan4»aenan« Firms that extracted minerals oil or other 
natural resources on international stale instead before 
1914. But the multinational firm that markets industrial 
product on a world wide scale and quickly responds to 
differing earing opportunities is of recent vintage* 
£eon<»Bic interdependence among nations was not 
unimportant before world War I* But ^ e integrated of 
^ e world economy before 1914 seeks to have been something 
of an illusion* The economic interdependence among 
countries Is more f«r*reaching today than it has ever 
been* 
Another factor of relevance in this context has 
to do with more ambitious economic policies* Most countries 
are far more ambitious in their national economic polices 
today than they were in the decades leading up to World 
War I* Full employment is one of the primary goals of 
most governments* Considerably higher levels of uneR4}loy* 
ment were tolerated before World War I thus are todays 
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for instane* Britain accepted with equanimity a 10 percent 
level of unemployment in the late 19205 to defend the 
pound sterling under the restricted gold standard. 
Before 1914 domestic nations income was deflated 
to accept such policies* This greatly complicates matters 
of factors of production* But this also intails risks 
of disturbances in the domestic economy* Any country that 
wants to deep the benefits of the international division 
of labour must become dependent on other nations it will 
have to become integrated into the world economy such 
inter dependence howtver* constraens national economic 
policies* This delemina is one of the important matter 
that we will strictly both directly and indirectly. 
We have so far spoken some what too loosely about 
the integration of the world economy* A world of eauties 
must be inserted* The really important integration is 
between patia of the world economy* There is still for 
instance a very definite dividing line between the Soviet 
Uniwi and the East Europe or communist countries on the 
one hands and the United States and the iVestem European 
capitalist countries on the other* what has been said 
so far really applies to parts of the world econmyi the 
world economy as a whole is not and never was integrated in 
any qualified sense of the world* 
The areas wAiere interdependence really cmints are 
with in the north Atlantic communityi i*e*t the comities 
belonging to the organisation and defelopment (0 E C 0) 
and for the communist countries cooperating with the 
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Soviet Union with th« council for mutual Economic Aid 
( C O M E C O N )• Most lost dovelopod countries aro also 
intsgratsr! to 4 considerable degree into one or other 
parts of the world eeonaay. Even if large sigments of 
the economic of the less developed countries are not 
dependent directly on the world economy for instance 
sutstance agricultural trad* H often critical for 
more or less developed countriest especially in a 
potentially sense as they in ^cir development efforts 
will have to rely on imports of goods and capital. 
Trade can not now follow the decree of absolute 
advantagOf and a new princlpale is needed to take its place 
This was developed by Dafvid aecardo more then 150 years 
agOf in the law of comparative advantage* Ricardo abserved 
that in cases similar to ours, while the United State 
had a absolute advantage our Britain In both wheat and 
cloth, it had a greater advantage our Britain In both 
wheat and cloth, if had a greater advantage in wheat 
than in cloth* He concluded that a country would export 
the product In which it had the grater advantage, or a 
camp-aratlve advantage, and l-nport the comnodety in ^.i^ lch 
its advantage was leso, or in which it had a comparative 
disadvantage* In this example the United State would 
export wheat and Import cloth, even though It coultd 
produce cloth more efficiently than Britain* 
The daosical theory of comparative advantage 
gives an answer to the question of what product will be 
exported and imprted, at what prices, and who will gain 
frcMQ trade In a world of fixed castes, fixed resources. 
^ in 
and fixed teehnoXogy* This state world no longer exist, 
however, if it ever did tastes change particularly as the 
demonstration effect impresses and fixed technology* This 
state world no longer exists, however, if it ever did 
tastes changes, particularly as the demonstration effect 
impresses one country with the articles of consumption or 
means of production developed in another. 
The impact of changes in factor endo^vments on trade 
is tested by seeing how trade at the original terms of 
trade would be affected by the changes* Neutral growth, 
with the nost neutral possible demand asauir.ption v/ill lead 
to an expansion of the desire to trade at the old terms 
of trade* This vie will displace the offer curue in such 
a way as to expand trade and worsen the terms of trade, 
provided the foreign offer curue is not infinitely elastic, 
Changes in factor endownrant may be biased in favour of 
exports or against them, and they may meet biased demand 
conditions which accentvate in offset such production 
bias ultrabias in production, however, deterrrines the 
outcome, provided there are no inferior goods* 
Teehnalogical change can take place in cast reduc* 
tions for eld goods or in the introduction of new ones* 
The former can be trated generally as if they v/ere equi»«» 
alent to changes in factor endowments* The introduction of 
new goods in one country a head of others, however, gives 
rise to exports which are not related, in the short run of 
least to factor endowments* The trade of the Untied State 
for example seems to have been strongly influenced by the 
introduction of new products, although these are assoliated 
with a spealal factor, scientists and engineers engaged 
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in rotarch and davolopmant* 
Trade l»as an angina of growth for the opan lands for 
tha 19th eantury and for tha leadar in the industrial ravo* 
latfoHf Graat Britain* Exp*rt-Xad grov/th is also a modern 
phenomaron in paatiuor Europe and Japan* In the 19th century» 
trade in some staples contributed more to growth tlian others* 
through linkayes wftlch stitaalated other industry or tochnolo* 
cal change* But linkages v^ hlch stinmlatod other industry a 
technological change* But linkages which atirnulatod other 
industry a technological change* But linkages require a» r«is<» 
ponae* v<hen there was none locully» the stimalus turned 
abroad and led to enclaues cut off from the local eonorsy* 
Today's less developed countries, ex|iept for oil produce»s» 
expect little growth from trade* This is partly because of 
the world environmenty in which the terns of trade are belived 
to torn syatematieally against the less developed countries 
them selves cm the first score^ it is maintained t^ iat the 
developed countries grow with antltrade«o4>iased domand and 
antlfUrade-^losed factor growth and technological change* In 
additiont monopolistic competition anong the developed eowittiei 
and <«t r ^ competitive conditions of productios in the leas 
developed *»^ es hurt the terras of trade of the latter* On the 
second score-conditions in the developing countries their 
capacity to take advantage of the opportunities for jrowth 
presented by trade is restricted by enability to transforrat 
to shift resources where the ' can earn the highest rerlnimi 
by the fact Hat factor and goods prices do not reflect social 
raorginal productivities, by a heavy dependence on inports of 
intermediate and capital goods for growth, and by full utilize 
ation of their resources at a time when an export maximuir^  
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txlsts* 
Tarifftt Quotasff and other nontarlff barreirs ara 
numerous in tlia field of agrculture. The retons arc the 
incapacity of the sector to adjust supply to demand rapidly 
so as to sustain prieasi the strength of the power of 
agricultural forces in most eountriest where formers are 
over represented because of the log of shift of political 
behind economic howerf £ngel*s law« which means that with 
economic growth food is an increasingly smaller part of 
total consuniptl(m» and the sentinental view that the country 
side stKnelow sustains national virties better than the town 
or ke city* The s^ uata was developed in agriculture to trade 
which takes the from of a tariff but in contrary to the 
spirit* under which tariffs are set but there after conpeli* 
tion proceeds between domestic and foreign forces, is the 
slidding scale tariff* This adjust the tariff as the donestic 
price falls below a rise above some target If^ vel judged 
discrible* The device goes back to the corn laws of 1319 
and is reproduced in the cotamon market's specoil rogine for 
agriculture* a treatment altogether different fro> that f x 
manufactures* The z^uropean Free trade Area(i;FTA} dealt solely 
with manufactures and i^norred agriculture as too difficvit* 
If one moues from nontarlff barriers to*distortions*a vider 
terra* ex >ort subsidies w^ich expand trade rather taan rest* 
rict it are rauch more aboundnat in agrecultural co-^ inodition 
than in nanufactures* 
Coal is scMnetiraes called •'under ground agriculture " 
to emphasize the difficulties of allowlnrj market cort>petl%Aon 
to settle the pattern of trade in the area* because of the 
demands of national defence enelastic supplies and a 
specialized class of worker who untill recently was un willing 
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or unafeld to shift to other oeca^etiont* In torn* countries» 
the govtrnment wants to maintain oil prlcss hlrjh whon none is 
incwno and smploymont. In both coal and agriculturci, the 
acudemlc economist Is ready to arge more adjustment to the 
mitelittnl uninhibited academic eoononist is ready tu urere more 
adjustment to fefee uninhibited forces of supply and deraand than 
governments and legisiatures are abli» to countenance* 
When axe we novo from market to nonmarket countries, th< 
question is how trading states go al>out deciding v.tiat cjoods 
to buy and sell* Initially« after viorld war It %vhen the 
Soviet Union was the cwtly*socialist* country' in the worldf if 
chase to use foreign trade as a device to achieve autarky* 
Not with o> t reason, it Csared dependence on imported supplies 
and pushed its traditional exports wheat, timber, furs, raan* 
ganese and so on, largely primary materials to buy the 
maehinery which wcHild make the country in dependei'.t af foreign 
supplies* Its success in certain con«nodltles like steel was 
impressive, and in all but a fev /ro,aru iqpyypitaitoH cornmodit* 
les such as mbber and wool and in most basic manufactures, 
the Soviet Union did well* uxpecially did it build i^ heavy 
Industr/* 
uhen after world war II there were other socialist 
countries, in china and Uastern Europe, the nation :f using 
foreign trade to get red of foreign trade r<iade lesi^  sense* 
The Soviet Union, for one was laing for the ^ clulist 
division of labour, a concept which never has becone clear. 
Other countries such as China and RoiMAia thought it useful 
to follow the Soviet path and b*jild their own heavy industry* 
But even if it had een agreed that it was useful to special-
ise and exchange, the question presented itself of hov; to go 
?n 
about It* 
Soviet plalng« with Its einphasis on materials balncetf 
is regarded as biased against balance foreign trade, ^ lan 
fulfillment aa a prime target of adi.tnis trading purpoae 
mean* holding back on exports and speeding up ir ports to make 
good the gaps in the plan* But foreign trade in independent 
plants in seven countries becomes even laore difficult to 
regulate* The trade orgonizatlon of the Soviet bloeyCOMECCX^ i, 
has been searching for fandamental way to organize the foreign 
trade contineus on an adhoc basis* and even that given rise 
to serious problems of diciding what countries export and 
import #hat consnoditiesy at v^at price, and of balancing 
the national value of exports against the value of imports 
on a multilateral basiSt In particular, there was no effictlve 
way of decing wheater say* Hangary should sell shoes to R 
Romania or to Czechoslavakla should sell it shoe machi nery 
so the : omanians could ultimaterly produce shoes for their 
own market* 
Since the Soviet Union traded at world prices in the 
interwar period, one solution for the pricing problem in 
principle was to value tra^  e among the bloc countries at world 
prices* This has prowed difficult in practice* for bulky conm-
odities, it is not clear what the world price of a commodities, 
it is not clear what the world price of a cotmnodity is in 
Eastern Europe, until a decision is nade as to whether the 
Eastern bloc would export or import that commodity to the 
West* The price in bloc would export a import that comnodlty 
to the west* The price in North America or .,estem Europe is 
clearly inappropriate because of transport casts, hut the 
question whether transport casts should be added or subtractei# 
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can not b« dtcided until it is clear which way th« trada 
would go. For differanted products* moreover, the question 
of quality can be dicided only on an arbitrary basis. Is the 
Maskvich mora like the Renault* the Volkswagen, or the 
cortina auggaat that the Eastern countries freguently trade 
with each other at higher prices than those at v^ich they 
trade with the westt various explanations have been used to 
account for this phenomenon* including trade discrimination 
"a custcm union effect" which has produced an esland of higher 
those 
bloc prices than )t»;i[e in the outside world, and rather arbi* 
trary adjustment of price after trade to help balance exports 
and imports* 
But the more important problem is v,;hat goods to trade. 
Bart of the difficulty ties in the lack of an cfficif nt price 
system at home in each country. Real prices used in consumptioi 
and production differ widely because of heavy turnover taxes, 
shich are added to imports and subtracted frotn exports to 
make it possible to trade abroad at all arbitary exchange 
rates. But even after price are adjusted for taxtion they 
fail to reflect econonic values. If capital is not regarded 
as a factor of production,capital enlenslve g oda tend to 
be rel'^ tively cheap, over produced and exported v\fhich is 
inffilucient for the so system as a what planing techniques 
with out prices, or with only implicity shadow price, became 
too eon^iex, even with computers, when seven systems have to 
be meshed, subject to Wie constraint that excess demand in 
one comrrodity in one country is matched l->y an excess sufply 
in another and that the value of all exports equals the 
value of all imports for each countr^ '^ , on a malitateral 
bais. These issues are solued in the west with orice and 
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mon«y« The Soviot bidi ties to operate with out explicit prices 
reflecting scarcity valuest and with a 'non^ tary system which 
Is unsatisfactory so that its countries ere 'jnwilllnc] to 
hold rable balances. Thus for it is -lakina slov work of it. 
CCSJIEO'Ol;^ has arganised trado in ways variously described as 
"absolute advantage" a "Empirilism" and resolued conflects 
At the highest political level", all the tine seeking and 
failing to find an objective, scientific basis for interna-
tional socialist specialization* 
Trade between the private enter oris© economics of the 
west and the state trading argani;;ation of the soviet bloc 
poses a variety of difficult institutional and organizational 
problems* But it has not been possible for the United State 
to tackle many of these because of its restrictions on trading 
with c(Knmunist fi China and Cuba, and restricted list of 
prod|iet which can not be sold to the Soviet Union and the 
Eastern bloc* The position has eased some what since the passa9« 
of the rigid Battle Act of 1951 at the tnntit height of the 
Kouaan war* After long unsuccessful efforts at delente on the 
part of President Johnson, President Hexon, tho business 
ecHsmunity and soms limited portions of the congres? the visit 
of President Nixon to couwjunist China and the Soviet ^ r ion in 
1972 st&tted a movement toward resolation. But the problems 
abound* They include concern for political independence, one 
tided econoTiic advantages, the Eastern need for credit the 
problem of \^at the Bast should sell to the west and the 
problems of making two different systems function in tandem* 
Fear of dependence on, say, SovAat trade on political 
grounds fends suuport in its sudden cutting of purchases of 
eclandic fish in 1948 and of sales of oil to Israel in 1958 
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But in Its turn th« United Stat* abvaptly r^ ducaii the eaban 
sugar quota in I960* Thar* is risk of groat dopondoneo on any 
supplior or quitos and was torn govornmonts may har/a to oxort 
prossurof whon thoy do* nero ovartiy and publicly* TKa fact 
that socialist trado organisation ara govormaant at may onabla 
them to squaazo a customer or a auppliar more gradually* But 
the difference between East and idlest is probably snail* Since 
the trading organisation in Eastern countries is different 
from ih9 potilbaro* 
The case for free trade depends on the fulfillftient of 
certain conditions for effieiency->no monopoly» external 
external eeon(Knie8» distortions of market price from social 
values* and so on-> and an acceptance of th>? Incone distrib-
ution it provides* But freeliltrade plus othor act.lon to 
correct the distortion is better as a rule than trade interve-
ntlcm* inhere the international distribution of income should 
be altered* trarie and aid may be better than "trade not aid", 
which distorts efficient resource allocation* 
The theory of the second best states that when the 
conditions for free trade cannot be achieved* not every move 
toward free trade takes an econow/ to a more efficient or more 
equitable solution* In fact, it justifies raising tasiff 
barriers under certain conditions* 
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ivhlle particular maaturod to intarfaro with trada may 
advance national and international walfarat the preaumpti<m ] 
lies in lavor of freer trade and against intervention, inter-
vention muat b^ used with restraint* v.henever social and 
econcRnic objectives seem to clash in the short Bun« the 
efficient solution is likely to be the socially desirable 
one in the long run. 
How effectively tne price mechanism will work in 
international trade depends upon the elasticities of deinand 
and supply* If these elasticities are high, as they- would 
be if ^ e classical •ssurnptions of perfect cotnpet It ion« 
factor mobilityt and constant factor proportions were realized 
small price changes would produce large changes in exports 
and imports* This means that a deficit in the balance of 
payments could be corrected by a small price chancje or that 
the terms of trade v.?ould not have to move much* 
Elasticities of demad and supply» ho\vever» are difficult 
to deal viith in the real v#orld« The elasticity for a given 
good will change thsrough time and with different degrees of 
price change* In additiont methods of neasurement leave 
much to be desired* Despite these handicaps to conclusive 
statementSy it Is probably true that elasticities in inter-
national trade are less now than they were 50 years ago* 
The Marshall-Lerner condtion required that the sum of the 
elasticities of demand-the demand at home for a country's 
imports and the demand abroad for its eBports<->bc> greater than 
one if depreciation is to inprove its balance of payments* 
This is true whether one deals in the foreign currency or Wie 
domestic currency balance* The condition assumes that supply 
elasticities are high and that the deficit In the balance of 
payments is not large* If the sum of the elasticities is less 
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t% than I» currency apprsdation will improve the balance. 
Price changes cannot be Isolated fron income changes* It 
is also necessary to take into account tho r^ oney supply* 
Many tradincf nations of the ivorld were greatly inspired 
by the success of agreoment ior international monetary co-ope«> 
ration as reflected in the formation of the International 
Maistary Fund* There was a keen desire among these nations to 
have oinilar co-operation In the international trade* These 
nations to tvfsre of the view that for healthy international 
trade* Xli«i«xiistft«iis serious atiempts should be made for 
relaxation of the existing trade restrictions ke tariff* '.ith 
this end in view in the International Conference on Trade and 
Em "lyment held in r'>46 at Havana* a proposal v/as put forth 
for the setting up an agency called Intexmational Trade 
Organisation (ITO) with the objective to augment and ifiaintain 
world trade anci e^iployment* The Havana charter for ITO could 
not be translated into practlv© on account of various diffi-
culties and lack of co«'mon interests* Howevery some countries 
took up one of tho iiuportant issues of t^ e^ Havana Charter 
regarding relaxation of trade restrictions by Incorporating 
it into a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)V This 
agreement was signed on October* 30* 1947 by 23 nations 
including India* GATT membership has now gone up to more than 
76. 
.8 is evident fro its name, GATT is concerned only 
with tariffs and trade restrictions and others allied interna 
ional matters* It serves as an important intenational forum 
for carrying on negotiations on tariffs* Member nations of th 
GATT meet at regular intervals to negotiate agreements for 
reduction of tariffs* quotas and such there restrictions on 
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InttrnationaX trade* In fact* GAIT la a traaty hat la collac-
tlvaly administarad by tha contracting nations* Howevar QATt 
has assumed the ahapa of a permanent international organisation 
for guarding the conduct of international trade* 
India and ;4exieo have sign^ d an agreement on aui^liea 
and exchange of technology for exploration of oil depolast 
month tjy the Minister of external affairs. His talks vith 
the Mexican leaders related to energy problems in all aspect 
including supply of /.exican oil and mutual cooperation in oil 
exploration technology, manufacture of nt>v; print frofn bugaase» 
aclor energy research and research in anriculture* India and 
Bangladesh have signed a three year trade agreement rectearing 
the most favoured nation treatment to each other* The agreement 
was signed In Dacca* The agreement recognise the need for exp-
loring all possibilities for expansion ai\d promotion of 
mutually advantageous trade betv^een ths tv.'o countries* 
After tho Independence India's trade expended gradually* 
Novv adays India have a very strong position in the world 
market* India produce so many Industrial goods for the purpuse 
of exporting* Now Indta is self seficient all the reapect* 
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CONTRACTS. EXPORT ~ ASU DHABI 
MISSION IN Abu Dhabi lik«ly Timeg of India 
2 Feb 1973, 7$ 2«2* 
1 , Th« Indian External Minister announced here that 
a perraanant resident mission of India would be 
established soon at this capital of the united Arab 
Emerates. India and the Gulf state of Qatar can look 
forward to encreaeed trade and ecnomic relations. A 
ten members of commerce will visite India in March to 
fallow up the broad agreement reached on achivlng and 
encreasing levels of economic and technical collobxatioi 
and related fields* 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - ARAB WORLD 
AGWANI (ms )• Nehru and the Arab World. Seculat 
Democracy 9, 21-22 Nov. 1976| 171-73. 
2. The Nehru era indeed witnessed an allround 
development of Indo-Arab relations. Cultural contracts 
with the Arab world were revived, commercial relations 
between the two areas Expanded rapidly and Joint indus-
trial ventures were launched. It was during the Nehru 
era that the foundations of a sound and viable Arab 
policy were laid and it bore the imprint of his 
personality. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - AFGHANISTAN 
GROWTH THROUGH diversifacation Commerce 124,3173j 
26 Feb 19721 423-24. 
3. Through the volume of trade between India and 
Afghanistan has increased. The new trade agreement 
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signed between the India and Afghanistan the trade 
between the two countries the volume is expected ^o 
be substaintially higher. Fof the expansion of its 
trade Afghanistan will continue to rely mainly seeds 
until such time as new items are deviojboped for use 
in India. Tea will reaain the main stay of India's 
exports to Afghanistan some new items have now been 
added* These consist of medical and surgical instru-
ments and other surgical supplies. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - BANGLADESH 
NATESAN (la ).Bangla Desh t Trade prospects with 
India Swara.1va 22 Jan 1972 j 9-10. 
4. It is now reasonable to assume that the new state 
of Bangla Desh will seek other mai'kets including 
India for its surplus production and take in ixchange 
what it needs.from the commodities enummerated above, 
it is clear that Bangla Desh can obtain practically 
all the items it received under enterzonal trade from 
India and dispose of its products to Indian buyers. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - BANGLA DESH 
DACCA - DELHI TRADE gap widens to TK 58 er. Bangladesh 
Observer 6 Feb 1977|1-18 i 2. 
5. There is a trade agreement between India and 
Bangladesh at according to the agreement India will 
purches five thousand tons of news print. On the other 
hand news print is the major item that Bangladesh can 
offer to India which is a large emporter of this 
commodity. Bangladesh also offer for better quality 
paper. 
n 
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CONTRACTS, EXPCRT-qiLF COUNTRIES 
MUKHERJEE (DUlip). India and the Gulf t Search for a 
relationship. Times of India 10 Feb 1973j8»3-5. 
The visit of Mr, Swaran Singh to Kuwait and Bahrain 
following his trip to other Gulf states a few days ago 
indicate the Indian interest in the region due to its 
growing ecnomlc and strategic importance. The states 
naturally differ from country to country, but some are 
common to all. One is the desire to again access to new 
markets fro the kind of capital goods India wishes export 
in increasing quantities. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - IRAN 
SHAH IMPRESSED by Rajasthan canal t ACM idea embrances 
wider area. Economic Time 5 Feb 1978|1t3-7. 
The Shah of Iran said that he looked forward with 
great anticipation" to the future of Indo-Iranian 
ecnomic relations. The two countries had taken up a number 
of areas for co-oeration. Details were being workout by 
the Indo->Iranian joint commission which was entrusted 
with the tasl pf stiduomg tje ji^ roblems. The Shah of Iran 
asked about talks with Pakistan on land route for trade 
between India and Iran through Pakistan. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - IRAN 
INDO-IRANIAN JOINT communique. Commerce 136,3479? 
11 Feb 1978J 182-83. 
The agreement between the head of two states India 
and Iran. The Iranian Prime Minister stressed the urgent 
need for the speedy establishment of a new international 
ecnomic order based on interdependence, equality and 
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justice. They particularity stressed the need to reform the 
international tradlng^yatem on these principles so as to 
bridge the gap between industrialised and the deveitoping 
countries. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT « IRAN 
CHAUDHURI (Dipak BR). India and Iran: Bright prospects despite 
suspicisons. Economic »nd Polit4cal weekly 7,51; 16 Dec 1972j 
244-49. 
9. Our envoy to Iran was handling the economic divisiion of 
the Ministry of external affairs just before his recent 
appointment. In that former capacity he took a keen enterest 
in the expansion of Indo-Iranian trqde relations. He also 
encouraged the planners and technologist of the National 
industrial development corporation in assestanting some of 
Iran's capital goods industires and its industrial diversi-
fication programme. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - IRAN 
NEW TURN in Indo-Iranian relations. Capital 173,4334j 
10 Oct 1974|537-38. 
10. The Shah of Iran's visit to India has ended on a high 
note of optimism. Indo-Iranian relations have now become 
rather worm after a long period of two decades. It goes 
largely to the credit of Shah of Iran's. India and Iran had 
already signed a five year trade agreement wfcich would enable 
India to export more then one million tonnes of cement to 
Iran. The two countries are exploring the possibilities of 
setting up a joint Indo-Iran shipping company with an 
initial capital of 81.5 million. 
3.S 
COMTRACTS. EXPORT - IRAN 
INDO-IRA.NI.W project Times of India 22 Dec 1974 j 7 : 5. 
11« A wire drawing unit is proposed to be set up in 
Iran with Indian collaboration. An agreement has been 
signed between an India par^y in the private sector 
and the Iranian businessmen delegation now in India. 
Mr* Khayami said he favoured the tstablishedment of 
and Indo-Iranian chamber of condnerce to develop 
ecnomic ties between the two counstries. 
CONTEACTS. EXPORT - MIDDLE EAST 
EASTERN APPROACHESo Indian Finance 89,14; 1 Apl 1972; 
342-43. 
12. As in poker so in politics blufling is a perfectly 
legetimate part of the game provided one does not get 
caught. The midle east as a whole were not an area 
of starkness in which Suviet Union and the united states 
of America had not invalved themselves almost equally 
eneversibly. 
CONTRACTS. EXPORT - UNITED STATE OF MCRICA 
PRESSURE THROUGH tradei IndoHJ.S, Ties come under 
strain, atatesraan 30 Aug 1980; 5-7:1, 
13. Under the multilatral trade agreement U.S. empose 
stiff count»jp vailing duties on certain Indian goods 
annulling benefits which accrved to India. Mr. A.S.Gill \ 
union commerce secretary saw in the U.S. decission 
a serious setback to the gernal bilateral relationship 
and the whole grant of Indo U.S. trade was put under 
strain Indian exports to the U.S.A. ifoold badly suffer. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - EGYPT 
INDO - EGYPTlAi>3 TRADE. Statesman 18 Oct 1977; 
6t2, 
14. There is a trade agreement between India and 
Egypt. The imposts from Egypt were nowhere near 
these levels. Bilateral trade aQrangement are useful 
only if there is a irough balanca in the valume 
and value of exchange of goods between two countries 
over a period of tine. In that event they help 
further growth by diversification of the range of 
goods. 
CONTRACTS. Il-APQRT •> GERMAN DEMOCRATIVE REPUBLIC 
MANY SIDED cooperation. Link 18,47; 4 July 1976; 
11-12. 
15. The German democrative republic is one of the 
most important trading partners of India with whom 
its economic commercial and technolegical relations 
have grown steadilyT-9V over the past 20 years. An 
entreating and important aspect of the economic 
relations between the GDR and India that while India 
become independent in August 1974 the state of GDR 
come into exestence in October 1949 and it was offer 
their emergence as independent states that they 
started on the process of economic development. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - GER/^ AN DEMOCRAT IVE REBUBLIC 
INDO-GDR TIES strengthened. Estern Economist 66,12; 
19 March 1976; 490-91. 
16. The Minister of industry and civil supplies 
petroleuip and shipping and transport have already 
spotted areas where in increased colloboration between 
3.^  
the two companies could be mutually benificialo In 
order to give concrete shape to proposals which 
have been not^d by both the countries. India and 
G.D.R have agreed to hold discussions through working 
group of the two countries, 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - IRAN 
IRANIAN EONNECTION. Estem Economist 63,15| 
11 Oct 1974|643-44. 
17. Iran itself has been using it resources even 
before the higher oil price spectacularly augmented 
them, in building up its military and industrial 
muscles. In the process Iran may have given cause 
for concern to some of its neighbouring countries 
including India. Tehy way in which Indo-Iranian mri 
trade and economic cooperations is envolving much of 
this activity would invitably be at an intergovernmental 
level. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT* IRAN 
RESULT OF Prime Minister's talks: India, Iran to 
step up economic ties. Yo.1ana V 17,7|1975;53. 
18. India and Iran are agfeed on the need for closer 
reconomic cooperation among south Asian Nations for 
promoting economic progress and peace and stability. 
Mrs. Gandhi*s talks with the Shah fallowed immediately 
after her one hour exchange of vews with her Iranian 
counterpart. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - IRAQ 
FRUITFUL VISIT. Times of India 23 Jan 1975j4:2 
19. It is not just politeness to say that three 
day visit of Indian Prime Minister to the Bagdad 
3f; 
will help ]BXB to widen the area of economic cooperation 
between India and Irsq, Thg kind of cooperation that is 
developing between India and Iraq would not have been possible 
in the absence of a broad agreement between them. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - ITALY 
TRADE WITH Italy. Economic Times 25 Feb 1971;5J1. 
20. From the last few years India had an a adverse trade 
balance with Italy can not be over-looked scope for large 
trade there is also a vast potentiJil for encrease mutaual 
economic relations between India and Italy. Some joint Indo-
Italian ventures are -ialready working quitewfcll and other 
in the field of shoe making. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT - "nJRKEY 
W i l l i . Ill II < • • • • • — i W — J w i f HM, • • 1 1 — — ^ . W l ••• » ! • • • Ill .MM 
INDO - TL^ RKISH ACCORD signed. Amrtta Bazar Patrika 
14 July 1978;1-7i4. 
21. The foreign Minister of India and Turkey today signed 
an agreement on economic and technical cooperation the first 
of its kind at the end of four day visit of the Turkish 
Foreign Minister. The agreement was signed at Delhi air port 
metallurgy is one concrete field in which the Turkish side 
showed special interest. Turkey is not only intrested buying 
from India iron and steel product but it is also intrested 
in importing technollogy in this field. 
CONTRACTS. IMPORT 4- SOVIET UNION 
INDO - SOVIET FRIENDSHIP t 20 years of fruitful cooperation. 
New Age 23,8j23 Feb 1975|11. 
22. Twenty years ago this month India and USSR initiated a 
new chapter in their mutual relation for it was in the monht 
that the first economic agreement between the two countries 
was signed its concrete expression is the Bhilai Steel Plant 
which stands today as the syrnbal of Indo-Sovist friendship* 
CONTRACTS. VAPOar - SOVIET UNION 
INDO - USSR HELATIONS. Yo.laha V 19, 26 Jan 1975|69. 
23* Soviet Indian friendship Is boeomlng a permanent effectlvt 
faetor that should bir rsckonad with in the present day inter, 
national relations. The Soviet Union people rejoice at the 
•ttSMt achievenent of India and her peo^ile efforts for the 
deveibppnont • The agreSTaont on eceoaomlo and trade cooperation 
concluded in Delhi this will stlmuless to the further develop-
ment of cooperation between the two countries in the fields 
of economic trade* science and technology* 
99NTfiA<yys, W9f^- ^ ^ s ^ 
KUZNHTZOV (VA), Mutually beneficial economic Ues* Eastern 
Bconottitt 64«5| 31 January 1975| 233*34. 
24. The year 1975 is a remarkable year in the development of 
mutual beneficial economic ties between India and the USSR. 
The agreement on Soviet assistance to India in the constructior 
of the first stage of the Bhilai Steel Plant, Diiring the last 
two decades this cooperation has gradually expanded. The 80 
industrial projects have been constructed sr designed in India. 
GOOD PROSPECTS for trade with VS seen* Hlnc^ Jiotan Times . 
15tFebruaryt1980| 6i3-5. 
2&. The fifth meeting of the Indo«^S joint business council 
began here today with a expression of optism about the economic 
regeneration in this country and of the hope that recessionary 
trends in the US eeonomt* would not assume giganiie dimensions* 
The Chairman of the Indian Section and co-leader revived the 
economic solution and made projections into the future* 
38 
CONTRACTS, IMPORT - USA 
UNNA (Warren), India's trade with U.S.A. thereatened: 
protectionist trend in New laws. Statesman 5 May 1980| 
1 I 3. 
26. India is sucenly being confronted with new US 
trade protaction '-iieesures which tbreaten to revirse 
here recent sucesses :Jn selling gcods to U.S. customere, 
Cormnerce and supply divission officeals of the Indian 
Embassy here consider this the biggest threat to Indo-
Amcrlcan trade relationr in recent years. The nost 
»erious threat is to India's is | 250 million annual 
textile exports here, 
COMPETITION.>» ZASm GOODS - JAPAN 
EXPLORING EXPORT markets. Eastern Economist 54,16j 
17 April 19701735-36. 
27. Japan is the most important market in the Asia 
under consideration as commends nearly half of over 
total exports to tft. It doe« not fallow because the 
Governrrient is unable or encapable of ful filling the 
basic postulates enunciated by the NCAER our exports 
to the country in the India ocian basis would not 
Increase. The most relevant consideration today is 
the availability of exportable surplus. 
COMETITION. GOODS - BRITAIN 
STrtlNviHTENING INDO-BRITISH ties. Capital 176,4396; 
5 Jan 1976J 35-86. 
28. The talk of formation of Indo-British joint 
committee for economic cooperation has raised hopes 
in both the contries that it will not only help streng-
then in the trade relations between them but also 
promote the apportunltles for greater industrial and 
technical coilobaration. As for as the Indo-British trade 
is concerned the scope for expansion is undovbtedly vast. 
COMPETITIONS.TRADE » DUBAI 
INDIA LOSING ground in exports to Dubai. Capital 
182,4566| 16 July XSB 1979 | 6. 
29* India maintaining its rank as the fifth largest 
exports to Dubai> after Japan^ UK« USA and West Germany 
how ever showed reduced export earnings from Dubiki. 
exports of non traditional items, both manufactures and 
semi-nnanufactureSy declined sharply. India's exports of 
food articles and live animals rose from Dh. 154.3 
million to Dh. 255.6 million while expost of manufactured 
goods came down. 
COMPETITIONS. TRADE - SAUDI ARABIA 
EXPORTS TO Saudi Arabia i Better shipping facilities 
needed. Foreign trade Bulletin 8,7| 5 Jan 1978;5. 
30. Indian exports of non traditional commodetiy to 
the Saudi Arabia. Many of India's competitors in th*s 
market because of this facility the greight surcharge 
imposed due to the port congestion» is reduced by a 
significant percentage* Saudi Arabia offers great 
potential as import restrections in this country are 
moderate and import duty range between three pecent 
in case of many commodities and 20 percent in a few 
cases. 
40 
COOPERATION. TECHNICAL - ARAB VVORLU 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES in Arab countries. Commerce 
137,3525> 30 Dec 1978j1111. 
31. Two important trade delegations that have just 
visited eacutta highlight the importance of India as 
a potentially important trading nation. The member of 
Arab delegation have expreseed knnese to import from 
India not only capital equipment of various kinds, but 
also technology. They feel Indian technology is ^ost 
suitable in the present state of their economic 
development. 
COOPERATION. INDUSTRIAL GOODS *» USSR 
KORNEEV (VR).Sound ground for collobaration. Eastern 
Economist 166,9| 27 Feb 1976;371 T72. 
32. The Indo- Soviet economic cooperation became 
more and more relistic and was directed towords the 
achievement by the Indian koonom); of self reliones 
specialy in the most important sphere such as heavy 
machine building metalurgy, oil ind coal industry, 
power engineering. 
COOPERATION. IMPORT - IRAN 
INDO - IRANIAN COOPERATION. Hindu 26 April 1975; 
5 : 3. 
33. The protocal signed by India and Iran for an 
agreement under which tbe latter will fininces through 
long t»rras credits the development of the Kundremukh 
iron ore mines and the selling up of an industrial 
complex for production of poper and facilities for 
processing of alumia gives concrete shppe to the 
proposal descussed during the shahs visit to new Delhi. 
41 
CX)OPERATION. COWiERCIAL » TURKEY 
INDO-TURKISH ACCORD to boost trade. Tribune 14 July 
1978j1-10i5. 
34. India and Turkey signed and agreement on economic 
and technical cooperation. The two countries expressed 
concern at the slow progress In the establishment of 
the new International economic order., so for the results 
of International action had fallen for short of Its 
objectives and expectlons of the developing countries. 
COOPERATION. SCIENTIFIC - TANZANIA 
INURLATION FROM Tan?anla. Commerce 130^32231 25 Jan 
1975|60. 
35. The joint communique issued from new Delhi the 
head of India and Tanzania stressed the need to further 
expand the cooperation in economic technical and 
scientific fields between the two countries. India will 
help Tanzania in oil and meneral explorations besides 
developing fishries in that countiry and oroviding 
training for technical personnel. Tanzania is having 
a very dificult time IB managing its trade balance. 
COOPERATION. AGRICULTURAL * WEST ASIA 
INDIA IN West Asia. Ecnoroic Times 13 Oct. 1978;5t1-2. 
36. Since 1962 the Indian technical and economic 
cooperation programme has extended its activities to 
some of the smaller west Asian countries in such fields 
as agreculture, industry, transtport, development of 
natuaral resources, education and health. Our effort to 
overcome the psychological barrier of the automoboll 
acceptance by the oil rich countries of western 
technology as the best have only just ^egan to meet 
tome sucess. 
42 
EXCHANGES. GOODS « AFGHANISTAN 
OLD TRADE tie«. Link 16,47$ 4 July 1976|13. 
37. Afghanistan has been one of India's oldest trading 
partners. Indian silk and spices have travelled to 
Afghanistan since many centuries while dry fruit from 
Kabul come io India. India and Afghanistan signed an 
economic agreement under which India was to vxtend 
assistance in various fields of developments. India 
agreed to send exports to conduct feasibility studies 
of there new proposed industrial estate and to continue to 
provide exports for the existing one at Kabul. 
NOT DIVERSIFIED enough. Economic and Political Weekly 
7,13| 25 March 1972| 650. 
38. The new trade agreement signed by India and 
Afghanistan lags stres on expancion and diversification 
of the trade between the two countries. Tea continues to 
be the mainstay of Afghanistan's imports from India. 
As against this Afghanistan import machineri? and trans-
port equipment from India. Although there is good 
demand in Afghanistan for items like machine tools 
cables, electric motors pumps etc. 
EXCHAl^GES. GOODS - ARAB WORLD 
TREATY OF friendship between India and Syria. Middle 
East Weekly Review 17 May 1952|16. 
39. Efforts have totily been efferted to friendly 
relations and develpp trade between India and the Arab 
World the promotion of commercial relations for the 
mutual benefit of both sides by the Government of the 
two KBMMtziix contrcting parties rendering facilities to 
exporters and importers during the terras of the 
agreement. 
43 
JIT (Inder). Indo-Arab relational Anew xaintix chapter. 
Tribune SApril 1975r3i1«3. 
40. There is trade agreeeraant between India and Arab 
countries according to this trade agreement. India 
will supply the tradetional commodety to the Arab 
country and industrial goods also. In return of this 
the Arab countries will give the financial assistance 
and crude oil on the credit bases, 
EXCHAlviGES. GOODS - BRITAIN 
EXPENDING INDO-BRITISH business. Capital 177,4433; 
11 Nov. 1976j672-73, 
41. Businiss relations between India and Britain are 
respected to Improve as a result of the two week visit 
of delegation of top level mission under the leadership 
of Sir Ralph Bateman Vice President of confederation of 
British industry. The missions visit assumes signftfiance 
because it has arrived in India at a time when the 
British economy is passing through a difficult situation 
and the Indian economy is passed of Birtish industry 
and the India* Britain has been thivd largest export 
market and the fourth largest source of import. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS-EGYPT and YUGOSLAVIA 
INDIA, EGYPT nad YU§©8lavia. Financial Express 26 Octl 
1977j4i3. 
42. India, Egypt and Yugoslavia have considered 
several proposal to expand and strength the tripartite 
agreement among them the objective of the agreemwn*4 
were to strength mutual economic cooperation, to 
increase trade exchange among the participating state 
and to contribute to the development of international 
trade. 
41 
EXCHANGES, GOODS > FRANCE 
ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION with France, Commercft 131,3370j 
20 Dec. 1975J985. 
43. The visit of Mr. Nurbert Sigard French foreign 
trade Minister provided a welcome apportunity for 
discussing measurs for greater economic cooperation 
between two countries. The french assestance to India by t 
the end of March 1975 totalled to, 371 crores. The French 
private investment in India amounted to Rs. 23 carores 
in 1965. Indian export to Rrance went up from an annual 
avarage of Ss, 7 crores during the firit five year plan. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS - IRAN 
INDO-IRANIAN AGREEMENT. Capital 172,4302? 28 Feb 1974; 
264-65. 
44. The Indo-Iranian agreement on economic and indus-
trial co-operation should be considered a break through 
in the relations between the two countries and is 
particularly welcome at this point of time. The oil 
crises has provid a catalyst in bringing about t^e 
agreement. Steep increased incrode price impored a 
heavy financial burder on Inia. oncrude supplies, Iran 
is under stood to have not Dnly assured India to look 
after the present needs of the Madras refindry in which 
the National Iranian oil company is a partner, but also it 
requirement after expansion. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS - IRAN 
JAIF. (Qttilal). Indo-Iranian relationsi A cold war can 
be avoided. Times of India 4 July 1973| 6i3-5. 
45. It is impossible to say wheather the Shah of Iran 
second thoughts on the encirclement theory which he has 
proponded more than onece in recent months In hlar 
interviews with western Journalists. The Shah is 
distrastful of India's treaty with the Soviet Union 
on the one hand and growing relations with the Iraq 
on the other. But he does not equate the Indo Soviet trei 
with the Soviet Iraq pact for the obious reason that 
new Delhi Tehran have no |!>ilatiral problems. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS » IRAN 
lAAHAVAE (DB). Racing agaiast time for modernisation. 
Commerce 129,3319; 21 Dec. 1974| 8-21. 
46. The revolution of bhe Shah and the people was 
launched over a decade ago Iran has been a country in 
a hury to modernise Itself. The eagrness to catch up 
with the industrialised world is all the more these 
days now that its oil wealth has brought Iran rich 
undrearaent of bofore oil Iran is the second largest 
exporter of crude oil after Saudi Arabia has put 
unpretented monetary power in the hands of the country. 
No limit are being set on the growth of oil and petro 
chemical sectors. 
FREEZE IN Tehran. Mother Land 5 March 1975;4t1. 
47. Iran seems to be having second thought on its 
economic relation with India. It has scaledown the 
demand for industrial products and technical personnce 
and is in on hurry to finalies the contract wilch were 
drawn UP fallowing the Shah visit to country last year. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS - IRAQ 
r/IDE AREA of co-operation. Commerce 128»3283) 13 April 
1974; 507-08. 
48. There is a trade agreement bet«feen% India and 
Iraq. According to this agreement India help Iraq in 
4^ , 
stabllshing the industries in Iraq* This agreement help 
reducing Indians deficulties in securing crudeoil supply 
and paying for them Ira«f has offered a credit for the important 
of two million tonnes crude. The repayment of the credit India 
will supply the pellets and alumina Zxa^ and spfcnge iron 
plant which will initially require about one million tonnes 
of pellets India has offered to provide the technical 
assistance for the Fertiliser project ?.n Iraq. 
INDIA IRAQ to expand cooperation in oil industry, agriculture. 
Indian Express 22 Janeary 1975t 2i2-3. 
49. There is a trade agreement between the India and Iraq 
has joined India in looking forward to the increasing 
possibilities of colloburation bettreen the two countries 
in the develpment of the oil industry setting up of Industrial 
and transportation project and developing the potential of 
agreculture and water resources in Iraq. 
PACT FOR wide- ranging colloboration with Iraq. Hindustan 
Times 10 November 1977|1-3t4. 
50. India and Iraq today signed a protocol covering a wide 
range of project for joint colloboration in diverse fields. 
The biggest single project included in the protocol in 
India assistance for building a railv/ay network in Iraq. 
INDO - IRAQ COLLABORATION. Eastern Ecnomist 71,a|21 July 
1978|112-13. 
51. According to some agreement be*v/een India and Iraq both 
cooperate with each other at international forums. The more 
relevant is that the India has emerged as a volved partner 
in the economic development of Iraq and our firms have been 
invited to participate in the development projects involving 
investment of crores of rupees. 
EXCHANGES. 06905- JORDAN 
INDIA, JORDAN Want««[ closer economic ties. National 
Hearald 25 Nov 1976|1-6|2. 
52. The situation in west Asia and possibilities of 
expanding technical and economic cooperation between 
India and Jordan. The transplantation of technology 
from the advanced countries did not always work and 
that there was no substitute for t^e development and 
nurtring of indiginous skell and inqinuity for resurch 
and develpment. Indian doctors engineers and other 
technical personnel are participating in the inpleraent-
ation of the dsveloprnent plans of the conn tries Ax in 
Asia and Africa. 
EXCHANGES. GCXJDS ~ REPUBLIC OF SCXJTHERN YEMAN 
PATHAK (MP). India's trade and economic relations with 
the peoplel Republic of Southern Yeman. Journal of 
Indu«t3^ and Trade 20,51 May 1970j534-36. 
53. India's trade with the people's Republic of 
Southern Yeman. The total imports of people's Republic o: 
Southern Yeman ranged between $ 84 million and £ 107 
million. The export £ 54 million and £ 89 million 
excepting 1967. India ranks sixth in the imports trade 
of the people's republic of Southern Yeman with Share 
of t% nsxxsnt 5 percent. Cotton taxtiles had always 
constituted a major item in India export to the RPSY. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS - SOVIET UNION 
INDO - SOVIET TRADE way double. Patriot 8 July 1980j 
1t3. 
*'4i The new trade agreement between India and the 
Soviet Union envisages an increase of about 50 to 100 
n 
percent in total trade turn over. The highlight of 
the new agreement incftude entroduction of the handloom 
products for the first time in the Soviet market. 
Soviet Union will buy handloom goods worth Rs, 10 crores 
in the second five year plan. 
INDC- SOVIET ECONOMIC cooperation. EconomicMJ and 
Political Weekly 10,22| 31 May 1975j851-52. 
55. Indo-Soviet trade and economic cooperation have 
run into several ranges in recent times. In the form 
in which these relations have been maintained so far 
they have reached a virtual statematic The idea of 
cooperation between the two countries for purchases 
of production in certain lines assumes considerable 
importance in the context cooperation in production 
programmes obviously can not be formulated independently 
of the framework of trade between the two countries. 
EXCHANGES. GOODS - SUDAN 
MUTALIK - DESAI, PRIYA. Bilateral trade agreement: 
The Indo-Sudan experience. EcDHomlc and Political 
Weekly 12 May 1973;880-84. 
56. India Sudan signed a trade protocol for the 18 
months from July 1971 to December 1972. India's 
trade with Sudan is regulated by trade agreement first 
intered into in 1965. The volume of brade both ways 
has been progressivelly increasing over the past 
seven years, Hov;ever recent development caused a 
statement in indo-Sudan trade relations. Experence 
with other bilateral trade agreements too which were 
intended as aid to trade pro;:vjtion similary indicate 
how these can be a sudden disruption of such trade 
4:) 
EXCHANGES. GOODS > S^DI ARABIA 
EXPORTS TO Saudi Arabia i what prospects. Financial 
Express 16 Feb 1974;4i3» 
57, In the last three years Indian exports to Saudi 
Arabia have remained practically stagnt 1970-71 these 
work valued at Rs, 14.51 crores but declined to i?3, 11.13 
crores in 1971-72 through in the next year there was a 
small iraprovement to Fs, 12.14 crores. Indian major 
export to Saudi ;\rabia have been tea, speies like 
cardomom and ginger, cotton textiles » jute goods, iron 
and steel and ingneering goods. 
EXCHAi^ GES« G-ODS - US 
NEW US Threat to exports from India. Statesman 
5 Aug. 198017x1-6. 
58. There is an agreement eigned between India and 
United States. The agreement is one that the USand 
other countries signed and which is applicable on a 
multilabral basis. It be not eforced by a particular 
countr/ only if a provision on unfriendly countries 
is used and this according to informed sources is being 
threated by the United States of America. 
INDO-US TRADF- Talks remain inconclusive. Indian 
Express 3 May 1980;5:1-2. 
59- There is a agreement between US and India 
according to this agreement India export some item to 
United States as hanloom Kurtas compete with boouses^ 
Originally only mill made blouses were expected to be 
covered by gaotas handloom blouses were also included. 
The American's Kniti would like to restrict the export 
Indian Kurtas. 
5:) 
RAM (N). Blow to Indo-US trade. The Hindustan 
27 Aug. 1980j3»1«-5. 
60. There is a trade agreement between India and 
United States. India carrent expenditure for market 
development to export incentmjes is at a level of 
?3. 375 crores according to official figures, but 
what the subject of export subsidisation its varied 
forms is a complicated area that invites controvery 
among Indian economi«t. 
CHOND!-iURY (Madhukar). The countervailing. Patriot 
3 Sep. 1980|7i2-6. 
61. The talks betweon the Government of India and 
the United States on subsidies and countervailing 
measures based on the multilateral trade negotiations 
MTN agreement have broken down. The Indian trade with 
Untted States is called for here though India is among 
the top ten industrialised nations its share of the 
United States market is only 0.5 percent. In the fiftiei 
India's exports to the United States consested sosity 
of agricultural and agro based product like jute tea 
doffee India. 
EXCHANGES. qjODS - USSR 
GftlSHIN (I). Indo-USSR trade tie up. Times of India 
17 Dec. 1979;1t1-3. 
62. An important role in friendly and good neighbourly 
relations between the Soviet Union and India is played 
by regular exchanges of visit by the heads of state 
and Governrnent of the two countries. These semnit 
meetings raise Soviet India relations to a high#r 
level and give a powerful impetus to the further 
development of trade and economic ties. 
EXPORT. COMMODITY. TRADITIONAL - ARAB WORLD 
NARAY.\N (BK). Prospects for Indo-Arab collaboration*. 
Indian and Foreign Review 11, 22; 1 Sep 1974j19-20. 
63. The expension in trade and technological 
cooperation between India and the Arab world shown 
that their is much scope for registering better result 
in future. Indian import from Arab countries have been 
mainly xav^ cotton vehicle spare, fertilisers sulphur 
and dath, apart fron petoleui and petroleum product 
and exports tea spites, jute, medicine and cosmetics. 
EXPORT. AUTOMOBOIL - ARAB WORLD 
NEW LINKS with Arab world. Mainstream 11,26; 24 Fob 
1973; 29-30. 
64. Motorist taking the modern expressway in Uatar 
from the capital city of Doha, to the fertiliser 
complex at Amm said are struck by the vintage of the 
abandoned automoboils whose resting bulks letter 
the wayside sand. The Arab rulers have hong since 
taken the lesson of the resting automoboil bulks. 
There oil based booming prosperety is as frage as the 
automoboil. Racing again the western oil concession-
alries who are trying to pump the well dry while 
the going is good they are looking around now for 
friendly neighbours to help them establish an 
entegrated economi^ r that they can buy with their vast 
oil and manetry resources. 
f^  'I 
EXPORT. COMQDITY. AGRICULTURAL - .AHAB GULF 
ATTAR CHAND. India's trade with Arab Gulf States. 
Swara.1va 4 Oct 1975;22. 
65. The Arab Gulf region provide an enormous apportunity 
bulk export of sugar, eBment,rice and consumer goods 
ranging from processed food to light engineering goods. 
The proxmity of the area offers India certain natural 
advantages. An additional factor in India's favour is 
that all proprietory organization in the Arab Gulf 
State are run by India's, 
EXPORT. RICE. BASi\mTI - ARA3 
BRIGHT OUTLOOK for rice sale to 3 Arab nations. Times 
of India 6 Oct. 1975;1i7-8. 
66. Three Arab countries Kuwait Bahrain and the United 
Arab emirats have agreed to extend to India a highly 
preferential reatment for basmati rice imports engaged 
till now by Pakistan alone. Kuwait, Bahrain and the 
United Arab Emirat have national organisations which 
purchase rice from the international market and them 
sell it in the domestic market at a fixed price. 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL - AR/\B AiVlIRAT 
INDIA UAE to set up jjoint *»ntures in third world. 
National Hearald 27 April 1976|11. 
67. The United Arab Amirat will help in establishment 
of a fertiliser plant to be set up in Abu Dhabi, India 
and the UAE will also explane the possible -bilities of 
expanding cooperation in the field of oil. 
5 ••': 
EXPORT, QDQDS TRADITIONAL^ ARAB WORLD 
SADASIVAN(VL)« Why mutt #• always back the Arabs. 
asaaniijai 27.111 20 oct 1973132. 
68 Thtre la a trada agroamtnt batwaan India and Arab 
eounirlos. India axporta the traditional comnodlty as 
jute. tea. coffee and other agricultural plant In vrab 
also help In establishing Industrial plant In Arab 
countries and fertiliser plant, cenrant factory etc. In 
return of these comr odlty India Import the cxu^oll 
and financial assistance. 
^)^p(»T, ?.4:^ §^ A^]^ s> ASIAN CQy^ ^^ ft^ !Es 
Rm CW^iDRAil (5), Significant contribution of MWITC In 
Indlas foreign trade. Journal of Industry and Trada 
24.11} November 1974i11-17. 
69 The state trading could be one of the Instruments 
of planned economic development of the country was 
recogniser very early In Independent India. The committee 
on state trading set up by the Government of India In 
1949 had recoimnended that a state trading corporation 
should be set up to handle among other things, import 
on Government account. 
SXPQRT. GOODS. TRADITIONAL> BAGDAD 
DHAIUMARAJAN (S), Changing face of Iraqi Spread of 
prosperity. Ti >es of India 6th August.1974|4:7-8. 
70 The most popular pastime today in Baghdad capital of 
revolutionary Iraq \tA\at It was In Its golden age. The cost 
of oil production Is low in Iraq which still has vast 
topped resources In the south. The productivity of a single 
well In the country is about 13.000 barrels a day compared 
with 12 barrels in the US and 80 in the Soviet Union. 
EXPORT. COACHES, RAILWAY- BANGLADESH 
INDIAN TEAM in Bangladesh to Review credit. Patriot, 
jith February, 1975; 2t1. 
71 Three member Indian official economic delegation headed 
by additional Secretary Union Ministry of Finance arrived 
at the invitation of the Bangladesh planning commission to 
review utilisation of Indian credit to Bangladesh. The 
utilisation of latest Indian credit to Bangladesh amounting 
to R8.40 crores currently under disbursement for the 
purchase Indian textiles, machinery and railway coaches 
and equipment. 
EXPORT. mCA> BRAZIL 
BUDGET AND foreign trade. Eastern EconomJgt tiSSx 31st 
March 1972j 508. 
72 The Government of India has given high priority to 
export promotion and import substitution. It will, therefore 
be worthwhile to consider to what extent the central budget 
will help to realise these objectives. The Government of 
India has often declared on the past that it has does not 
look upon export duties as a source of revenue. India mica 
has been facing increasing competition from Brazil and 
substitutes. 
EXPORT. GOODS. MINERAL ~ C0LAi4BIA 
GETTING CLOSE to Colambia. Eastern Economist 5.4,17j24th 
April 1970J 789-90. 
73 Republic of Colambia is bound to help in the copperat-
ion between the two countries. Trade between Colambia 
and its country is meagre , but still some advance was 
observed during the last few years. Colambia is a country 
with a great variety of minerals and natural resources. 
5^ 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL- EGYPT 
ATTARCHAND. Indo-Egyptian trade relations. Century 
24th March 1973| 10-11. 
74 There is a trade agreement between India and Egypt. 
The trepartlte economic and industrial agreement are the 
main source for the economic development in both the 
country. India will help in the establishment of inddttries 
in Egypt. 
EXPORT. COMMODITY. INDUSTRIAL* EGYPT 
EASTRY (KK). Chavan- Sadat talks on further cooperation. 
Times of India 29th May,197S| 4i1. 
75 According to the trade agreement between India and 
Egypt. India will cooperated in the field of economic and 
technological growth. India will establish some industries 
in the Egypt with the Egyptian cooperation. India also supply 
the iron ore to the Egypt and tradttio lal commodities like 
tea, jute, coffee etc. 
EXPORT. JUTE. EGYPT 
OUR BARREN Arab policy. Organiser 25, 11;23rd October 1971t 
6-
76 India sells her textiles machinery, chemicals,electrical: 
equipment, pharraaaceuticals and hard currency crops like 
jute and tea to Egypt. In return Egypt used to supply long 
staple cotton to India wfriich it has now totally stopped 
selling to us. As a result of the adverse trade balance 
thus created coin ownes New Delhi nearly R3.23 crores, which 
it has refused to pay. This has led to a trade deadlock 
between the two countries. 
EXPORTS. GOODS. AGRICULTURAL- EGYPT 
PACTS '«\ITH purpose, Financial Express 4th December,! 974;4J 1 o 
77 That is prkcieusly why the agreement with Egypt, which 
envisages v^ 'hole hearted copperation in agriculture and animal 
husbandry assumes added importance. The agreement with Egypt 
envisages cooperation in involving high yielding and better 
quality varieties and hybrids of such crops as cotten, rice, 
wheat, zu9mz sorgham, oil seeds, sugarcane and fibre and 
fruit crops. It also envisages joint research and development 
effort in some fields as land reclamation, water management, 
solar energy gobar gas plants and agricultural implements, 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL- GULF COUNTRIES 
MUKERJEE (Dilip), Looking for petrodollars: India and the 
Gulf, Times of India 13th January,!975| 8t3-5, 
78 A cruel shortage of resources for development in 
obliging India to turn to the oil rich world for assistance. 
But that is not the only reason. Both economic and political 
impreatives requires that it should seek to maintain friendly 
relations with all the states, regardless of their difference! 
with each other of all the bllatral states Iraq alone 
pre-preceive a political kinship with India because of a 
similarly of economic ideas and foreign policy. 
EXPORT. JUTE- GREEK 
INDOAGREEK TRADE. Eastern Economist 27th February 1971 |4t3. 
79 Indies exports to Greece are increasing rapidly during 
the last financial year. Trade between India and Greece 
largely governed by the agreement first signed in February 
1958 and since then extended from year to year. The agreement 
provides for the maximum possible facilities being given by 
both countries for the import and export of goods. 
57 
&EXPORT. - POLICY- HUNGARI 
TRADE IVITH Hungry. rindiicial Express 10th February 1971 j4t 3. 
80 The Indian trade team could among other things success-
fully persuade Hungry to buy manufactured li|tx Items from 
India In Increasing quantities. So far our exports to Hungry 
have been pre--domenantty of primary Items. 
EXPORT. IRON- IRAN 
KHAN (Rasheed Uddln) • India and Irant Quest for reasonal 
cooperation. Indian and Foreign Review 11,15; 15th May,1974| 
13-17. 
81 The joint Indo Iran communique has movt to It than meets 
the eye. It was not for nothing that the head of tv;o countriei 
India Prime Minister commented that it has deeper signiflcanc* 
and positive aspects to It, while the highest priority has 
been given to economic cooperation and rightly so It should 
be noted that for the first time a closer and clear political 
understanding Indeed what can most aptly be called a meeting 
of the minds Is also evident^ 
EXPORTS. GOODS...INDUS.TRIAL- IRAN 
NEW PATH for third world. Commerce . 136, 3479| 11*h February 
19781 163-64. 
82 The recent visit of the itats Shah of Iran has defenltel> 
stress strengthened the good relations between the two 
countries in a number of fields. There is a agreement in the 
economic technical and industrial fields that have brought 
the two countries closest to each other. The Shah offered 
to make available additional crude oil supplies annually of 
OPEC price on credit terms or lump-sum payment as might be 
suitable. 
FYPORTr TEA- IRAN 
SHRIYAN,(Abhijit><5). Indo_ I ran ian t r ade r e l a t i o n s . F i n a n c i a l 
Expre8$. 17th February 1978| 4 t 3 , 
t rade 
33 India and I ran havs very c l o s e / f e l a t l o n , Iran i s the 
l a s g e a t cmde o i l producing country. I ran i s our biggest 
s u p p l i e r of crude o i l the exerc i se of improviicng our exports 
t o I ran should have recieved top p r i o r i t y . On the o ther hand 
our share in I r a n ' s export has been varying any where between 
3.8 percent in 1970 and 2 .3 percent in 1975. I n d i a ' s exports 
t o t h a t country have not reached the l eve l they ought to have 
during the exports goods to I r a n . Apart from the add i t iona l 
export i tons l i k e sugar* t e a . J u t e , manufactures and cotton 
t e x t i l e s the performance of other items in our export e f fo r t s 
to Iran i s far from s a t i s f a c t o r y . 
EXPORT, IRON- Iti\N 
RALE ( Subhash J ) Bright scope for Indo-Iran j o i n t ventures 
Swaralva. 21,22; 27th November,1976| 4 - 6 . 
84 India and Iran have been growing rapid ly over the l a s t 
few yea s . For I r a n , India i s the neares t and the most depend-
able source of high grade i ron o r e . The Kundremukh p ro j ec t 
involves development of mines augmentation of the f a c i l i t i e s 
of power generation and also expansion of pa r t f a c i l i t i e s . 
The Kundremukh p ro jec t w i l l be the l a r g e s t i ron ore p ro jec t 
i n the country mining over 20 mi l l ion tonnes of ore per 
annum a f t e r the implementation of the p r o j e c t . India w i l l be 
able to reach world s tandards in i ron ore process ing . 
EXPORT. IRON- IRAN 
HUMAN NEEDS Prime determinant of i n t e r n a t i o n a l decision 
I n d i a and I ran welcome trend towards d e t e n t s . Indian and 
Foreign Review. 13,16; 1s t January 1976; 7 -8 . 
^^ The Indo-Iranian conminique a lso s t r essed the value 
5!) 
of cooperation among developing countries to accelrate their 
pace of growth. The agreement on the development of Kundre-
mukh Iron ore mines between Iran and India is i stated both 
a nucleus and model of such cooperation. They agreed that then 
is considerable scope for further expansion of cooperation 
between the two countries in other sector of mutual interest. 
EXPORT. CONTRACTS- IRAN 
TALL TARGET. Financial Express. 22nd October 1977; 4t1, 
86 The Libyan Government and policy makers may have 
developed a special liking for Indian expertise an know 
how. Even so they cover only certain aspects of trade, f 
India's share in the total Libyan imports in limited 
last year exports to Libya haulved around a modest Rs.15 
crores. Libya has drawn upon ambitious development 
programme. There is a progranme to improve the Libyan 
transport and communicaticm as well as housing. The 
public sector Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd; and a couple 
of firms in the private sector have already won presti-
gious turn-key contracts against international competition 
in Libya. 
EXPORT. SPARE PARTS. AUTOMOBILE- IRAN 
CHAKRAVARTY (RD). Indfc»Iranian trade. Journal of Industry 
and Trade. 20, 5| March 1970| 495-97. 
87 Indo-Iranian trade has been progressively increasing 
from year to year. Iran has been importing fran India 
many non-traditional items like steels .rails, transmission 
line towers engineering and electrical goods mica. Two 
Indo-Iranian joint ventures are already in cooperation 
in Iran. One of them is in the field of automobile spare 
parts, Iran has been laying emphasis on the selling np of 
G;) 
industrial estates in places where large sized industries 
are coming up. 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRI.\L- IRAN 
INDO IRANIAN ties* odltorial. Times of India 31st lAarch 
19751 6i1. 
88 In view of the importance of Indo-Iranian cooperation 
and understanding for stablity in this region. A number 
of scheme have been agreed upon between Iran and India 
and new Delhi has suggested some additional projects 
for joint investment for the manufacture of paper,cement 
and soon after this may not appear as dramatic as the 
deals the Shah has concluded with the United States. 
EXPORT. TECHNIC.U. AS SI STANCE-HON 
DAS (AN).NiinntxBii Visit opens new vestas of cooperation. 
Amrit 3a2ar Patrika. 1st May 1976; 3J2-4. 
89 India and Iran have undertaken to engage in a vast 
programme of economic tooperation and commtarcial exchange 
which have been unimplied in the long history of the two 
countries a golden era of flourishing Indo-Iranian 
relations indeed started with the historic visit paid 
by Prime Minister of India. The alumuniam plant to be a 
joint venture with Indian participation in its equity. 
EXPORT. PARTS. PAPERjyJlLL- IRAN 
INDO- IR,\NIAN TRADE. Indian Fiance 6th December, 1975;450. 
90 The Shah of Iran has made generous offers of invest-
ment in a number of projects in India. The Shah and Mr. 
Desai noted with satisfaction the progress in bilateral 
cooperation of expanding it further in new fields in 
particularly in seflCing up a paper mill in India. 
C] 
EXPORT. EQIJIP:CNT. liNJaJSTHlAL- IRAN 
INDO-IRAI>J ENTcNTE. Organiser. 27,40j 11th May, 1974;3. 
91 The Shah of Iran has made generous offer of investment 
in a numoer of projects in India. The offer come during 
the course of exchange of views between hi a and i^ rime 
Minister Morarjee Desai. The construction of Rajasthan 
Canal, establishment of alumunium project with the 
collaboration of Iranian investment. 
EXPORT. EQUIPMENT^IRAIM 
RE ROY (GK) . Irans Move for closer cooperation with India, 
Hindustan Times. 15th December 1975; 3:2-4. 
92 There is a trade agreement between India and Iran • 
Shah of Iran has dedicated himself totally to the takks 
of earsing the ugly memories of two countries of humiliation 
and building up his country wittixa into a modern industrial 
nation with the cooperation of India, 
EXPORT. GOODS. SHIPPING- IRAN 
TALKS OM Indo-Iranian trade next week. Times of India. 
6th May 1976; 4:1-2. 
93 There is a agreement between India and Iran according 
to this agreement Jndia will help in the establishment of 
the Irano-Hind Shipping line. 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL- IRm 
MUKERJEE (DILIP) Irans Economic outlook; Implication for 
India. Times of India 10th Macy 1976; 5:2-3. 
94 The Matrix of cooperation in Tehran and New Delhi 
have lends significance to the visit here this week. The 
opportunity it provides for a high level review of on 
going schemes and new idias for working together is 
G;^ 
specially welcome oecause of recent changes in the circum-
stances of both countries. 
EXPORT. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE- IRAN 
IRAN, INDIA giving new dimension to economic ties. Hindustan 
Times 12th Macy 1976 | 1:2. 
95 Iranian Prime ainister and Primi Minister Indira Gandhi 
discussed specific prospect for diversifying economic tie$ 
and giving a new dimentions to the growing cooperation in 
the economic conu.icrcial and techAital fields between the 
two countries. 
EXPORT. STEEL- IRAN 
PATHUSHA (KJvO.JiJNew phase in Indo- Iranian economic relations. 
Southern Economist '4,13j Ist November,1975| 17-18. 
96 According to the agreement India V(/ill help to Iran 
in the stablishment of industries. India also export the 
iron and steel ore to the Iran. In return of this Iran 
will give the financial assistance to India and also give 
the crud oil. 
EXPORT. CHILLING FAIM'S- IRAQ 
INDO- IRAQ C0LLABORATION. Commerce 123, 3153; ^ th October 
1971? 773. 
97 Though not directly an off shoot of the recent fruit-
ful talks teetween India and Iraq on the selling up of 
joint ventures.The favourable atmo«phre created by t ose 
negotiations has facilitated a collaboration between the 
two countries on the launching of a factory in Iraq for 
the manufacture of ceilling fans. 
£XPOFrx\ .\LUi4uNIAM~ IiJAd 
MIKERJEE (DILIP). Baghdad and New Delhi: Economic of co-oper-
ation. Time of India 6th January 1976;4i2-4, 
98 In the case of alumuniam Iraq has been negociating 
with India for both Iron ore and alumtnium. The industries 
Minister tactfully confined that both sides will find it 
possible to eliminata the pl)obl<iJins onee they have looked 
into the situation cifesely. India is offering to develop 
a new deposit on the west Kssi coast to ensure long term 
supplies. This has given rise to some difficulty in matching 
the specifications set by consulta*i»iix incidentally. Irqq 
wants the ore in pellet form to give India the benefit 
of added value. 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL- IRAQ 
WIDENING TRADE gap with Iraq- Economic and Commerce News 
7th August 1977; 6-7. 
99 According to the agreement between India and Iraq. 
A joint shipping services is being considered and a wide 
range of projects in civil constructions industrial 
collabolbation and consultancy services is said to have 
been pen pointed. 
EXPORT. TEA- JORDAIJ 
INDO- JORDAN TRADE. Economic Times 2nd February 1971;5i1. 
100 The trade relationship between India and Jordan is 
evident from the fact that the tv/o countries have now 
renewed the trade agreement for ? further period for three 
years. Mr, L.N.Mishra, Union Minister for Foreign Krade 
and Mr. Omar Nabalsi Minister of National Economy Jordan 
stressed cooperation and expansion of trade between the 
two countries under tt\» trade agreement India imports 
B 
mainly rock phasphate and exports a variety of goods on a 
balanced trade basis the main item being tea and iron and 
dfeal. 
EXPORT. GOODS. XNDUS7RIy\L~ J0RD/\r4 
INDIA JORDAN for more cooperation. National Herald 2nd 
December 1976| It2-3. 
101 India and Jordan have agreed to accelerated cooperation 
in economic technical and cultural fields as well as in 
science, technology and trade. The Government of Jordan 
welcomed the prospects of building up industrial units 
through venturec particularly in the manufacturo of 
agricultural machinery, ceinent and electronics. It was 
also agroed that a machanisra should be devised to ensure 
the supply of Indian machinery for Jordan development 
projects, 
EXPORT. CONTRACTS- JORD/\N 
KNOW nm F(B west Msia: Jordan offer to serve as bridge, 
Hindustan Times 25th November,1976| 1-3j3. 
102 There Is a trade agreement between India and Jordan 
the head of the Jordan expressed the hope the transfer of 
technology from India to west Asia would make use of 
Jordan central positiori and its -nan power its capability 
to supplement the wealth of the area with tho drive and 
ietermination of its people. 
EXPORT. COTTON^ M/\LAYSIA 
RELE ( Subhash J). Malaysia j many new opportunities for 
Indian enterpreneures. Capital 176, 4410; 22nd vpril 1976j 
613-14, 
103 Although the vilateral trade between India and 
Malaysia is limited good progress has been made in setting 
up joint ventures in Malaysia, The two can also set up 
joint ventures in the third country. The volume of trade 
between India and Malaysia is comparatively small. Export 
from India compares cotton manufactures machinery' Onions, 
metal MKAX manufactures and transport eqnipnent India's 
imports from Malaysia are mainly palm oil and tin. 
EXPORT. fiariEE.^a.S - SOVIET UNION 
SARAL PATRA, Success of £ unique experiment. Mainstream 
2nd January 1971;11,34, 
104 Our bilateral rupee trade arrangement with the Soviet 
Union and other socialistic cointirjes a unique experiment. 
Resounding success of the experiment was marked wih the 
singing of the fourth Indo-Soviet trade agreement. India 
will be the first agreement under which the Soviet Union 
will supply as ships and tanks totally on rupse payment 
basis. 
EXPORT. GOODS. ENGINEERING- SYRIA 
SYRIA AND ±Umk India share common ideals. Times of India 
10th July 1976J It 1-2. 
105 According to the Arade agreement betvjeen India and 
Syria the two countries can work closely together in the 
ihternational arena . India and Syria supported each other 
in the field of engineering and supply of crud oil, India 
cooperation in fh* field of economic and techinical IN 
cooperation are ver;^  useful for the Syria. India also 
help in the field of crufi oil production. 
EXPORT. STLfcL- SOVIET UNION 
GROWTH OF Indo-Soviet Trade, limes of India 2nd Feburary 
1980| 6»3. 
106 An agreement about the Soviet assistance for a steel 
plant at Bhilai was signed, ^ ioce then econonic cooperation 
betwe'sn the two countries has covered ati spheres if economic 
activity and sizble prductive coppocities of econonic irr.p-
oitance have been created. Trade betve ;. the two countries 
has leap for gged and both countries iiave become major trade 
part, 
EXFOaT. HOSIERY, .vOOLLSN • SOv'lET Ulll'M 
VORONTSOV (Vuli M;. Durable basis of indo-Soviet relations. 
Times of India 7 Dec 1979j3j2-a, 
107 Soviet-Indian relations have solid and durable baisis 
Soviet Union has become the largest buyer of woollen hastery 
Ludhiana thrr/jgii its main buying agency for knitv/ears. 
The fact that the hosiery has found an exv:>andin(] anc^  assured 
market In 5ihe USSR has helped its exponslon. The Soviet 
Union has already purchased woollen Knitwear, 
EXPORT. GOOPS TRADITIONAI. ~ SOVILT UrilOI. 
MEHTA (Uinod). Changing structure of Indo-3oviet trade, 
Nagpur Times 13 March 1?79j3:1-3, 
108 An import fiatrKS feature of Indo .iovic-t trade is 
expanding very fast. Along with traditional items like jute 
goodSy Tea, Coffee,Tabacco, Mica, Cashev nut and spiels 
India no exports a number of non traditional itfcms to the 
Soviet Union sue':- ao coctcn garments, knitted woollen goods 
chemicals, cables, steel ropes batteries electrical goods 
gerge equipment autonoboil accessories, for klift trucks. 
EXPORT, GOCDS AGRIC'JLTl-^ R/-J. - SUDAN 
KUNDAN (Lai). India's trade with the Sudan. Journal of 
Industry^  and Trade 20,5j lAay 1970;531-33. 
109 The clemate that presents itself now for the extension 
of trade with-the Sudan has never been so good. The climate for 
promoting trade continuous to be good and it has been 
generated by o f f i c i a l dlr*eUon of Import from India the 
country with which tho Sudan has a b i la tera l trade agreement 
larqer in value than with any other foreign country. 
BIJLI (MFR), India*• with Saudi Arabia, Journal of Inctostrv 
and trade 20,5;May 1970|522-26, 
110 The Indo-Soviet trade re lat ions back to several 
countr ies . I t i s a h i s tor ica l fact that Atoaliia were very 
fond of spices and very gett ing their supply of spices from 
the west coast of India for centuries, India was the main 
source of supply of very many coianodities of Saudi Arabia, 
These commodities very from t e x t i l e s foodstuffs including 
r ice ,pulses ,vegetable o i l i , 
EXPORT. EQUIPMENT. e4GINEERING-6/^ LDI wV>m.> 
URGES (AIEI). Joint Indo-6oviet economic cora^ission, Ji i^s 
of India 14 Jan, 1977|4i2 , 
111 The se t t ing up an Indo-Saudi Arabia jo int comr.ission 
to consider ways and means of improving economic re lat ions 
between the two countries has been recommended by the 
K»B»ilialiiiHiii Association of Indian Engineering industry, 
EXPQRT.GQQDS. NQN TRADITIQNAL-S/>^ DI AKAi^ l.. 
FRLITRlL TALKS with Saudi o i l Minister. Tiroes of India 
8 Feb 1975|1l1-2, 
112 Indian exports of non tradit ional commodity to the 
Saudi Arabia the main item of tradit ional com odity are 
the industrial goods as f e r t i l i s e r plant , cement factory 
S c i e n t i s t and Engineers. 
^^ PQt^ Tt i3UT§,-<Ji1ii;T£p MAB H P^U3^ ?;c 
NAEGAfJlVALA( JE), India's trade UAH, Journal of Industry ai|d 
Trade 20,5t i4ay 1970| 552-54, 
113 The trade between India and the united Arab republic 
is ot significance in the conroerce of both countries. The 
UAR is in India's cjigg^ 't trading partner in the entire 
west Asian region in recent years the most 'larked trend 
in Indo-UAR trade has been a rapid diversification f 
Indian export to the UAR, 
EXPORT. Eq'IPMHrJT. E/iRTH MOVING <> -.cST A^IA ^  
GfiOV.TH TRE'NIC in foreign trade, Indian Finance 19 July 1975| 
51r52, 
t14 By successfully clenchning constructions contract 
the trend on the likely dornand prospect for construction 
equipment in v^ est Asia clearly shows massive development 
programmes in the offering earth moving equipmnet of all 
tyers, rubber tyers wheftl loaders. 
QC.-OAT.. CO.-4-iObITY. E:Ji.;;gNEcair,v3 » 1^ <LIST AGI;\ 
T.li, ^XrO.lT crash* Eastern Ecnomist 54, 2j9Jan 1970i50-52. 
115 The sharp set back to our exports recent onths could 
have been ovarted if the Government of India had kept itselt 
in close tuch with the problems confiontlng inoustry and 
trade and prur.iptly and energetically leckled them. It is 
not the only engineering industry whose expprt are held up 
by the security of raw material. 
L.UH^ HTi 'J^ jQDS. TlvADITIONAL - V-SST ASIA 
PHAUilJ (Lovella^ Labo). crisis in exnoris. Sv^ firajya 
14(27);3 Jan 1970}13*14. 
116 Thftre is little reason to hope that India can out 
sell industrial product from technologically advanced 
nation either in those nation home markets are in the 
development countties which may well prefer industrial 
products fro:i western countries. Pt ie « f<mdfflio«lHil 
EXPORT. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL - WEST ASIA 
CONSTRUCTION EC^IPMENT demand likely to go up in uest Asia. 
Economic Times 13 April 1978; 5x3-8. 
117 By successfully clenching construction contracts worth 
Rs, 115 crores recently SOT execution in the next two to 
three years, a loading Indian construction company has 
renwed hopes of India's increasing participation in contrc-
ction activity in west Asia oil exporting nations. However 
India's participation in the iw construction Isbom in the 
vVest Asia region hTS beer, confined merely to securing 
projects for i-ipleraentatior. for which it h s developed 
the necessary technical experties rather than EapitBxvx 
capture market to any significant extent for export of 
construction plants, 
F^ Xi-'OHT. C0ir.aACT3 - v<c;;'l a.SiA 
TwKEH - NAIIO:. T \IK;; in cairo on traoo ajreer;ient. The Hindu 
5 :Aay 1976; 3:4. 
lis The agreement involved t ade exchanges and stxti 
infrac true tore industrial project c as tor. preference and 
scientifice and technological co-operation, shipping and 
com;r,ercial cocperation. 
SXPOi-lT, jJOZDS IWOJliYiilAL- -LoT aSIA 
AGArti,/-'jL.A (PN)» Project expects to .-\rab coantries. Sommerce 
22 April 1973;636-38. 
119 The oil revenus oi the Gulf producers principally 
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, the 'jnited Arab Emirates 
Qatar, wtuscat, Oman and f3ahrain. The v;h;ie of the Saudi 
Arabian penissula is i.ov boin crisscros .-d by roads and 
a nunber of anibiticus project see jnc'er Nay to harness the 
gas fields in these countries as also to develop there parts, 
{ 
EXPORT. GOODS> TRADITIQANL - WEST ASI& 
INDIA'S FOREIGN tradef 1968^71.Eastern Ecnomlst 57 ,20j 
12 Nov 1971; 879-84. 
120 As|fa reault of higher increase in imports than in export 
the trade India facing the trade deficit. Export earnings 
from a wede range of commodities both traditional and non 
tradiAionaly like tea, Suger» Oil cakes. Iron are and 
engineering goods. Export of tea which had demanded by 
Rs. 32 crores in 1969-70 xcfiiiitirixiiixiH registered an increase 
of Hs. 23.7 crores. Export of Suger and oil cakes also redovered 
in 1970-71 after suffering a decline in 1969-70. The tempo 
of growth of exports of in iron ore and engineering goods 
was will maintained. 
FREE TRADE and PROTECTION - BAGLADESH 
OUR NEW trade partner. Eastern Ecnomist 14 April 1972; 
748-49. 
121 The Indo Bangladesh trade agreement has been failed 
in parliament and realistic document. The revival of the 
border trade is expected to provide immediate and substantional 
benefit to the people In both countries. The agreement provide 
that the facilities of border trade will be available only 
to persons living in areas other than municipal areas with 
with in sixteen kilometers of the land customs frontiers and 
holding special permits. The agreement provides for a 
Rs. 50 crores two way trade in goods which are of special 
interest to the two countries. This trade is to be conducted 
on a balanced basis. 
MEHER (MR) Bangla Deshx Reaffirming assurances of cooperation 
with India. Capital 175,4380;11 Sep 1975; 3»8. 
122 The new regime in Bangladesh has made significant 
structeral thanges in the political and administrative systerms 
^ 7: 
But it did not take much time to reffirm its assurances of 
cooperation and freindship with India. 
FREE TRADE and PROTECTION «> GERMAN 
BOUGUET FROM bonn. Eastern Economist 66,5; 30 Jan 1976, 
123 Indo-German cooperation in future would coneerntrate 
on agricultural projects and such industrail projects as 
would hastin the deveopment of rural areas. West German 
did would be united and an effert would be made to persuade 
other members of the European Economic countries would be 
further expanded recongnising the fact that India had 
develop substantianal capacity to export industrial prodects 
West Germany would not only remove trade barreirs but would 
urge ^ther members of the ECC also to do so. 
FREE TRADE and PROTECTION » NEPAL 
ECONOMIC TL ES. Research Bureau. Indo-Nepal trade. Modus 
Vivendi or partnership. Economic Timesy 31 Jan 1971;5i3. 
124 The precise state of Indo Nepal trade today following 
the dead lock in belateral talks on trade and transit remains 
unclear though a modus vived has been madepossible. India 
has been critical of these subsidised exports of Nepal based 
of imports from third countries. Nepal gets an exise duty 
concessione for its produ cts in India and the Indian >JOver-
ment has reghtly insited that the duty coneessions sould be 
externded to product based on Nepal raw materials. 
RAWAT (PC).Indo- Nepal Economic relations. Yolana 19,4; 
15 March 1975|33. 
125 he auther suggested the distrubution of goods made in 1 
Nepal from third cpuntry raw materials through cooperative 
channels to curb smuggling and save India unfair competitions 
and talks of the necessity to contral the movement of India 
black money Indo Nepal. But the traditional open border 
between the two countries would have to be closed first if 
this to be done, 
COMMERCE RESEARCH Bureau • Indias eceonomic ties with Nepal 
aonnaerce. 17th Febmiafy 1973j 326-27, 
26 Prime Minister of India visit to Nepal evokes many historic 
memories of India's relations with the neighbourer. India has 
always tried to extend economic assistance to Nepal. India aid 
to Nepal has been more than 50 percent of the total aid that 
Nepal has received from all external sources. Indian assistance 
mostly in the form of outright grants^ 
FREE TRADE and PROTECTION. 80VIET UNION 
KUDINO¥ (V) Rising curve of Soviet-Indian trade, link 18,17i 
7th December 1975j49-52. 
127 The USSR Is the biggest trade partner of India today. Free 
development of mutual trade between the two countries began 
only after India got indepdndence since then the trade turn 
over between the two countries has steadily grown. Absence 
of tarrif restrictions in the USSR on import of goods from 
developing countries also further relations between the two 
countries. 
US LEVIES may hit ties. Goheen told. Hindustan Times 5th 
August^1980;1t2. 
128 India has conveyed to the United States Government its 
concern over worsening commepcial between the two countries 
and expressed the fear that the U.S. leaves.On Indian imports 
could have even political repercussions. The U.S. authorities 
have recently imposed contravailing duties on 1A#MS like 
leather §•• shoes and industrial tasteners. 
FORECASTING. MARKET- BANGALADESH 
EXPANDING THE Indo-Bangaladesh trade. Capital 176j4397t 
22nd January 1976,121. 
129 The minutes of Indo-BangaXsdesh talks on a trade agree-
ment signed In New Delhi with a clear cut accent on commer_ 
clal relations existing between the two countries Invesage 
the stlpplng up of commercial exchanges. In any assessment 
of the trade flow between India and Bengaladesh, It has to 
be recognised that Bangaladesh has very little to offer 
much to take. There has often IMBBH been criticism that 
Bangaladesh has been under cutting India In jukeexports. 
FORCASTING. MARKET. IRAN 
DEEPER INDO. IRANIAN ties visualised. Indian and Foreign 
Review 15,9| 15th February 1978|5-6. 
130 India and Iran have decided to deeper further the 
wlderanglng cooperation betbween the two countries In all the 
fields. The talks held In New Delhi between Prime Minister 
Morarjl Desal and his Imperial Majesty the Shahansha of 
Iran have co firmed the close similarity of views of the 
two countries on international Issues» regional problems 
and bilateral relations of India and Iran. The Shahanshah 
offered additional quantity of crude oil and 0 PE C price 
on credit* the rupee equivalent of which Is to be used for 
financing the second stage of the Rajasthan Canal, an 
alumina project based on the eastern coast deposit of 
bauilte and a paper and pulp factory In Trlpura. 
HARIIRATH SINGM. Indo-Iranlan trade relations and eceonomlc 
cooperation. Financial Express 6th March 1971;5c-h. 
131 If the appointment of the joint Indo Iranlnan commission 
for economic trade and techMcal cooperation during the 
Shah of Iran visit to India according to the trade agreement 
In the field of small scale industries the commission 
sawppente scope for more intensive colloboratlon. To this 
7 1 
end India offered a number of fellowehlps infoimation offencin 
and management carxying out of area surveys in Iran and supply 
of technical data on identified projects» Indo-Iranian trade 
has exepanded very fast during the past five years, 
MJUUCBUMayxXfiitSfiASIIbifix 
FORECASTING. MARKETS- JAPAN 
SINGH (RAUNAQ). India's foreign trade. Eastern Economitt 
59,7t 18th August 1972|341-42. 
132 There has been considerable diversification of our 
trade country wiie as well. Today we buy and sell to new M X X 
markets such as Japan, western and eastern Europe and the 
USSR. Some success has also been achieved in trading with 
countries of south and south east Asia. And middle east . 
This broadly gives the picture of the development that have 
taken place since independence. As far as directioa of 
trade is concerned the UK has lost position both in import 
and export trade with the stoppage of food grains imports 
the same may also hold goods for the USA. Though it permanent 
position is bound to continue on the other hand over trade 
with Jppan, Germany, USSR has considerably moved up. 
FORECASTING. MARKET- WEST ASIA 
A BLUE PRINT for exports. Eastern Economist 67,2; 9th July, 
1976173-74. 
133 Now that exports from this country have started increas-
ing both in value and volume a dialogue between the Government 
and business community becomes all the more essential in 
order to consolidate Inttneflii the gains already made and to 
win over a rising share of the world trade. The study made 
by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
regarding export and production prospectives. 
7.^  
IMPORTS. FUEL* ARAB EMERATES 
DOE TO supply crude on easy t«rm«. Timft> of India 4th January 
19751It 2-4. 
134 The united Arab Emerates has agreed to supply substantial 
mvanitiaa quantities of crude oil on most favourable terms 
to meet Indians requirements oil and a long term basis. And 
the India will supply the traditional coramitfity and inivstrial 
goods to the Iran . India also export the iron ore to the 
Iran and establish industries in the Iran. Iran will give 
the India financial aid moixaiSBXfixe to India. 
CHAKRAVARTI ( Prithvls). Arab Imerates interested in joint 
projects. Hindustan Times 2nd January 1975|1-3t7. 
135 In a meeting the President of the United Arab Emerats 
Sheikh have indicate with ^rime Minister of India and her 
aids Miki to establish deeper economic and technikegical 
cooperation with India. India is also likely to explain the 
prospects of importing crude from the UAE. 
IMPORT. FUELS- ARAB CX3UNTRIES 
MUKERJEE (Dilip). India and the Oil Statest Urgent need for 
a Dialogue. Times of India 8th February 1975|6i3-5. 
136 A fresh dialogue between oil producer and the developing 
countries is over due. The consolidation that have taken 
place in a resent months under the aeges of the UN and 
other international forums. 
IMPORT. AUTOMOBILE- CZECHOLOVAKIA 
ACTIVE CONTIBUTION of ciecholovakia foreign policy.link 
18,17; 7th December 1975; 29-33. 
137 According to the agreement Czecholovakia help India 
in the establishment of Automobile industries. Ozecholovakia 
import the machinery parts to the India. Czecholovakia having 
foSrl^ '^ iiJxx 
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fourth position in import of engineering goods to the India. 
India also export the traditional goods to the Czecholovakia. 
INDO-CZECHOLOVAKIA CCX)PERATION. Link 19,20j 26th December1976| 
21. 
38 The Indo-Czechoiovakia trade protocol signed in New 
Delhi last week is expected to give a new turn to the two 
decade nlda old economic and technical cooperation be^eeen 
the two countries . The two coontries will help each other 
to manufacture 57 horse power Tractors in the field of 
Science and Technology it was decided to extend and validity 
of current working programme. Czecholovakia is India third 
largest trade partner in the socialist worlH. 
lA/pORT. COgTON> EGYPT 
RUPEE TRADE gets a year's like. Coinnerce 131, 33711 27th 
December 197»|1067. 
39 The trade agreement between India and Egypt is a further 
proof that the rupee trade has vertually reached its peateak. 
From India point of view the most welcome feature of the new 
trade agreement with Egypt is that it will get about five 
lakh tonnes of crude oil. Apart from helping to avoid foreign 
exchange expenditure the significance of the agreement liJba 
in the fact that a new iource of oil has opened up for India. 
IMPORT. FUEL- EGYPT 
PACT SIGNED in Delhit Crude Supply from Egypt. Tines of India 
19th December,1975; 1j7. 
140 Egypt has agreed to supply India 50,000 tonnes of crude 
worth Rs.40 crores under a new bilateral trade agreement 
signed here today. Till now India has been forced to pay 
hard currency for all crude imports. Egypt is the first 
country willing to give oil for payment in rupees. Xndia-
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IMPORT. GOODS, INDUSTRIAL^ FRANCE 
KNOWLEDGE GAP is the main hurdle. Cormnerce 121, 3111; 
19th December 1970| 1276-77. 
141 India has become a major producer of industrial goods 
and since France like other advance countries is vacating 
certain areas of production because of increasing labour 
costs this country can take to the manufacture of tnese 
items if she is not already doing and supply them to France. 
There are 120 collaboration agreement in operation in India 
between France and Indian concern both in the public and 
private sector. 
IMPORT. PRINTING. MACHINERY- GDR 
PATEL (CB). Rate of STC in Indo-GDR trade. Eastern Economist 
12thftFeburary 1971|281-82. 
142 The German Democratic Republic is one of those countries 
with which India has a bilateral trading arrangement on rupee 
account basis. Ihi Amongst East European countries the iGerman 
Democratic Republic is the fourth largest bilateral trading 
partner of India. The major commodities imported by India 
fxom the GOR are mureate of patash tracesis, printing 
machineryy Dall roller and tapper roller bearing rolled 
steel scientific instruments, X-r^ rtQETi^ li^ ^^ AdPjIltiher photo-
graphic #oods. /^ 
B.1P0RT. FUELS- IRAN V . -^-=10 ^' -^ t 
DEV (S Kumar). Indo and Iran T h nnflMlllii niMiii iiil11' illil iMniiii 
Commerce. 136,3479|11th February 1978j1T7-78. 
143 The India and the Iran two countries have come closer 
in thftftr approach to worlk problems and more important 
strengthened their relationship through increasing economic 
cooperation. The Joint communique issued at the end of the 
Shah visit does not indicate the- quantum of additional cfude 
oil that is likely to be imported but Ithas been estimated 
that one million tonnes of crude will help generate about Rs. 
100 crores the Iranian offer to supply additional crude on 
lump sum payment* the alternative being credit is meant to 
help India. 
GUPTA (Manju). India and Iran towards undo^rstanding. Secular 
Democracy. 9,13| 1st Julft976|16-16. 
144 President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad*s recent visit to Iran 
may turn out to be an important milestone in the growing 
relations bettSeen the India and ^ran. India's increased 
needs to secure crude oil along with credit on reasonbble 
terms to offset the additional payment burden and Iran's 
expanded demands for engineering goods and trained daders 
to fulfil the countrii ambitious plans for accompMshing 
social and economic transformation withia the next 20 years 
before it oil wealth run out oil is an exhaustible natural 
resource, t ere is a greater interest now in development 
of Iran's not oil sector rapidly.xlzm 
CHAKRAVARTK Subhash). Times of India 12th May 1976|1t2. 
145 Closer relations between India and Iran was described 
as the major plank of the Shah's vision of progress and 
stability in the entire region by the Iranion Prime Minister. 
The Prime Minister of Iran was confident that the pace of which 
the cooperation and understanding were developing between 
the two countries would help by the foundations for stab„ 
lity in the entire region. His bold optinism about the 
future course of the bilateral relationship and its impact 
on the region was wormly reciprocated. 
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IMPORT. FUEL- IRAN 
JAIN (Qirilal). Indo-Iranlan friendthipi impact of Shah»» 
world view. Times of India 2nd October 1974; 6i3o 
146 When Mr. Swam Singh \dsited Tehran no one could have 
predicated that the two countries would soon be engated in 
active and extensive economic cooperation. To no small extent 
this unexpected and happy developmsnt is an offshoot of the 
four fold rise in the price of oil. 
.MUKERJEE( Dilip). New Delhi and Tehrant Search for accommo-
datioB. Times of India 27th April 1974|4t3~5. 
147 Our Prime Minister visit Tehran she has an agreement to 
the Iran according to theix agreement Iran will supply the 
more crude oil to India and long term assistance for an iron 
oro and an alumina project. Tehran has undoubtedly got the 
message already from the way in which India neatly by passed 
the Ix»n-Ss9q dispute during the visit last month of Iraq*s 
Vide President. 
IRAN TO give oil on easy terms. Times of India 2x3rd February 
19741 It 4-5. 
148 India and Iran have reached a major economic cooperation 
agreement which includes additional crude oil supply to India 
by Iran. Mr. Swarn Singh disclosed that Iran had agreed to 
the expansion of the Madras Refinery from its present through 
wmi put of 2.8 million tonnes to 3.5 million tonnes. The 
item exported under the agreement by India to Iran on a 
long term basis on pellet and pellet feeds, iron ore and 
alumunia Iran will also import 100,000 tonnes of alumina per 
year on a long #erm baftis. 
8 r 
MUKERJEE (Oillp). Iran's new horizonst Relations with neigh-
bourars. Times of India 25th July 1975|4i3-5. 
149 The Shahanshah of Iran may will say that power grows 
out of a barrel of oll« Iran mixSkilix signed on a trade 
agreement by this agreement Iran give the financial to the 
India and also give the crude oil in return India will give 
the traditional goods and technologist and help in the 
establishing the industry in the Iran. 
INDIA AND I>AW.Economic Times 7th November 1975j5i1. 
150 Mr.Chavan*s visit to Teheran is the agreement signed for 
development and explanation of the Kundremukh iron ore 
export to Iran. The project for vrfiich Iran has granted India 
a loan of $630 million in fact opens a new chapter in 
international development. The mutual advantage of the 
project for both countries is clear. For Iran, India is 
the nearest and most dependable source of high grade iax 
iron ore. A long term supply of Kundremukh ore will be of 
special benefit to Iran in development her steel industry. 
GUPTA (Raj Narain). Expanding Econ€»nic Horizons for India 
and Iran. Eastern Economist 67,2j 9tn July 1976;95-97. 
151 As a result of the recent visit of our President •< to 
Iran and of Iranian Prime Minister to India it is hoped that 
plans for colloboration in the setting up of a large nu^^er 
of petro-chemical fertiliser, iron and steel , machine-
building and engineering goods industries, the negotiations f 
which are already in advanced stages, will be finalised, and 
the economic colloboration between the India and Iran will 
achieve new dimensions. 
BUOQRT. INVESTMENT. FOELIIGN- IRAN 
§y?^f (StoPMfeka^fH'^dltt* ^^^^*^ ^"^^^" Sojourn.lifiu^ fle. 
81 
152 Indian and Iranian people is not the Shah of Iran's 
false pratence sought to be palmed off as fttendly gesture 
to the accompaniment of the jingle of his petro dollars In 
New Delhi and Prime Minister Morarji iJesai endearingly 
calling him, brother. That solidarity was demonstrated in 
the finest spirit of the Historical and control ties of our 
two peoples in the xpiBiz streets of our capital city where 
the India and Iranian you%h and students came out to proteit 
against the Shah*s lyrannical, blood hungr/ regime and shared 
the Janata Government brutal lathi D1OVV.<5 arrests and 
imprisonments, 
IMPORT. GOODS. INJUSTRIAL" IRAN 
ECONOMIC TIMES, Research Bureau, Indo-Iranian tradei indenty 
of interests. Economic Times 26th ,Jiay 1978; 5»3. 
153 Iran naw seeks increasing cooperation v/ith India which 
with it enlarged industrial base and power capability in 
salected area of technology can go a long way in assisting 
that country in iz» economic developments, Iran enrornus 
wealth and Indie growing strength as an important economic 
power in Asia are responsible for drawing these countries 
closer in accent years, 
IMPORT. INVESTMENT. FOREIGN- IRAN 
AID OFFER for canal reaffinried, Hindustan Times 5th February 
1978|1-5:1. 
154 Iran's willingness to offer generous aid for the speedy 
completion of the second phase of the Raja&than canal project 
was affirmed by the Shah of ^ran at an important press 
conference at the Saganer air port just before his departure 
for Delhi, The Shah was shown the canal irrigated 
8^ ^ 
denst green fields in Suratgarh and Hanumangarh area of Ganga 
Nagar district and the large tracts of wlrgim and golden dry 
sandy last of Jaisalmere v;hf?re not a blade of grass grows 
but when the second phase of RCP is completed it would also 
bloom and turn into oue of the biggest granaric»pfe of India. 
IMPORT. PRODUCTS. PETROLIUM- IRAN 
BREAKTHROUGH IN economic relations. Commerce ir?3, 3277j 
2nd March 1974j 246. 
155 Indo-Iran economic relations has began with the xiRgiciif 
signing of the cooperation agreement in Teheran. Under the 
agreement Iran will supply one million tonnes of crude oil 
every year for five year on Government to Government account. 
The Burmah Shell and Caltex are importing from that country 
for their refineries. Iran will meet the additional through 
put of the Madras refineries w*ien its capacity is expanded 
from 2.3 million tonnes to aft million tonnes. 
IMPORT. FERTILISER-- IRAN 
INDO- IRANIAN CO-OPEHATION* Promissing Prospects in Steel, 
Chemicals and fertilisers. Coramerce 21st December 1974|22-27. 
156 India produces abou t ftxS 15 million tonnes iron ore 
of high quality on the western coast with about 12 million 
tonnes emanating from Goa. Iran will take time to becwae 
an ir portant steel manufatturer. Thus interest of both India 
and Iran demand that the natural resources of India in the 
form high quality iron ore deposits and the itist skilled 
Indian man pcwer are suitably harnessed to provide for the 
steel requirements of both the countries. 
8:-
IMPORT. FUEL- ^ RAq 
NEW SOURCE for crude. Commerce 123,3152| 2nd October 1971j 
667-63. 
157 The trade between India and Iraq will not only ke taken 
out of its narrow confines but also acquire a new dimension* 
as a result of the agreement signed by the two countries. 
It would be pre-mature to regard the crude oil deal with 
Iraq as the beginning of the end of India's efforts to locate 
a source from which supplies will be assured on adquate 
and thereby reduce her dependence on the fikreign oil companies 
for crude imports. 
ESWAR4N ( W ) . Enduring nature of Indo-Iraqi. Economic 
collaboration. India and Foreign Review 12,9j 15th Febnaaff 
1975;12-13. 
158 Iraq is one of India's supplies of crude. Iraqi known 
crude resources are among the largest though in actual 
production it ranks ejfily seventh in the worlM. There is an 
understandable background to Iraqi oil policy which in 
several ways differs from those of other countries. Economic 
cooperation with Iraq is not a one way traffic. India has 
so far deputed our 400 experts to work in various fields 
of development in Iraq including agriculture industries 
irrigation and construction. 
MORE OIL from Iraq. Capital 170,4259|12th April 197«;568-69. 
159 The agreement between India and Iraq signed in -New 
Delhi to expend their mutual trade and strengthen the baiis 
of their economic cooperation. The two countries have agreed 
that the trade exchange between should be on balanced bais 
to the extent possible. Iraq has agreed to supply crude to 
India. In return India will assist Iraq with the supply of 
igamx 
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goods and services for a number of development project such 
as the Baghdad Ramad All Qaira railway project, steel rolling 
mills electric power and transmission facilities teitile 
and sugar mills, light engineering project and a number of 
other joint ventures, Iraq has so far proved to be the 
cheapest sourca of crude for India. 
INDO IRAQI cooperation. Link 17,23; 19th January 1975;13-14. 
160 The Indo-Iraq Joint Economic Commission vwhich met last 
week in Baghdad takes forward the determination of the two 
countries to fui'iher development mutual economic relations, 
India h£& already' signed a number of economic and technical 
cooperation agreement with Iraq, If Iraq is rich in petroleum 
and is expected to be the second or the third ^i^est oil 
producing country in the Arab world in the coming period 
efter Iran and Saudi Arabia. 
IMPORT. PRODUCTS. PETROLEUM- IRAfl 
EKIZZZ]DaKZXZlUBi22)&2)X£)6BMd)6iJ(Z)tIMI 
FRUITR'L INDO- IRAQ economic ties. Eastern Economist 72,8} 
23rd February 1979;327-28. 
161 The economic cooperation between India and Iraq is a 
vivid example of 4ow developing countries can help one 
another for mutual benefit. Apart from traditional items 
we export to Iraq iron and steel and wide range of engineering 
goods, Tha major imports Iraq are petrol, petroleum products 
and sulpher. There has been a manifold Increase in trade 
between the two countries during the recent years. Indian 
parts both in public and private sector, have been awarded 
big contracts in Iraq. Some of the important contracts are 
construction of grain silos , roads and bridges various 
sewerage projects and extention of Baghdad colour T V station. 
8.S 
IfAPORT, INVESTMENT. FOREIGN- IRAQ 
INDIA TO help Iraq set up jjroject. National Herald 20th October 
1976;It 2-3. 
162 India will assist Iraq in setting up warious industrial 
projects through technical exports equipment and project 
reports onder -in/! agreement signed in Baghdad. Indian Minister 
for Industry assured to Iraq Minister that India is in a 
position to assist Iraq fully in meeting the requirement 
of technical experts. The two Ministers discussed the question 
of supply of ircn ore jjeltets for the Iraq steel complex at 
Basrah. 
mPORT. R^EL" IRAQ 
INCREASED INDO- IRAQI collaboration envisaged. The Hindu 
22nd January 1975j It2-3. 
163 India and Iraq have expressed confidence in increasing 
possibilities of collaboration between th©m in development 
of oil industry setting up of industrial and transportation 
project and developing potential of agriculture and water 
resource in Iraq. 
ir4PCBT. MACHINEuY- ITALY 
TRADE WITH Italy. Economic Times 8th January 1971j5t1. 
164 Indias trade with Italy has been marked by a contineoua 
a diverse balance. The principal item of import from Italy 
are machinery and transport machinery and equipment account 
for 8 per cent, Indian export consist of leather, hides and 
skin, jute goods. This relate to auto components dry cells, 
cotton textiles and chemicals. 
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IMPORT. MACIiIN£RY^ AGRICULTURAL- ITALY 
INDG-ITALlAW TRADE. Financial Express ath February 1971|4j2. 
165 A trade deleoation from Italy visit India for the purpose 
of trade relation between the two countries India en its 
part has already s?iown Interer.t in setting up units with 
Italian collaboration for rrianufatturing tractors, agricultu-
ral machinery, marine engines, lesthw and shoe making machinerj 
and spare parts for motor vehicles. It is only to be hoped 
that something concrete will an emerge from the talks with 
the visiting delegation so far as trade is concerned Indias 
interest lies in increasing exports obviously because of 
the conliseous adverse balance of trade with Italy, 
li'APORT. GOODS, LEATHER- ITALY 
JOINING HANDS with Italy, Eastern Economist. 26th February, 
1971;363-64. 
166 Th3 \'lsit of the Italian delegation of the businessman 
and industrialists. The first of these ventures is designed 
to start the manufacture of Italian shoes oenowned all over 
the world for their supetior quality in our country. Italy 
is joining hands for theestablishraent of shoes industries 
in Madras. 
BIPORT. GOODS. HEAVY INDUSTRIAL- SOVIET UNION 
ALIKANOV (A) Progress of Soviet -Indian cooperation, Llnjk. 
18,17; 7th December1975; 47-49, 
167 The friendly visit of L.I.Brezhnev, General Secretary 
of the Central committees of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union to India was outstanding event in the history 
of Soviet Unflftan relatio s. Agreement of Indo-Soviet 
economic cooperation ha»e been signed in New Delhi according 
to agreement DSSR helped India in the way of establishment 
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of heavy industries in tho ccuntry the Soviet Union will 
give the financial help and also engineering equipment to 
the India. 
X..lPQ./f. I&LE^lSIOr:. CGLOUR - SOVIET UNIOl-! 
WIDDEK PRODUCTION on ceoperation. Cominorcn 131 »3362; 25th 
October 1975| 721. 
168 The export of colour Taiov3.:on oot by India ir tho 
Soviet Union cnlv pax-tially liff tha curtain on s well theught 
out and varnegatad prograiTima of production cooperation that 
has Ijeen droan up. ^he India side had been wotking on it in 
consultation with tl^ e Soviet exports ever since the export of 
colour TV seta is <A useful thgought not the rr'ost important 
part of llihe proQramme, 
X^APQRT. GOODS. INgJSTRlAL ~ SOVIET UNIOn 
BOGD/vl'^ CHliCOV (M) . Broad Horiqtons of Indo-Soviet cooperation, 
Mainstreani 13,24; l^th February 1975;32-33. 
169 Today Soviet Indian economic ties bear a many sided 
and stable charrector. Over seventy IndustrtaJ and other 
projects iiava been built are under construction in India 
with Soviet assistance. The USSR helping to build an other 
grant steal plant except Bhilai Plantr this plant will be 
establish in Bakaro Industrialisation of great importance 
for the industrialisation of India are the large ingineering 
plants built with Soviet help. 
IMPORT. COFFEE - SOVIET UNION 
TASKSAL (Vinod). -^ndian coffee worth 60 for USSR. Patriot 
5th April 1980J6J3. 
70 India has agreed to supply to the Soviet Union 24000 
tonnes of coffee. This discution has been taken by the Indian 
coffee Board the export of Indian coSfee had gone up substa-
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IMPORT, IRON - SOVIET UNION 
SARXL ( Patra ). Saga of fruitful cooperation. Mainstream 
13,24| 15th Feb 1975|29-30. 
171 The twenty years of clase and fruitfi^l economic coopera-
tion between India and the Soviet Union. Our country signed 
an agreement to set up a one million tonne steel plant of 
Bhilai with Soviet financial and technical assistance. The 
Bhilai agreement came in the wake of a major KSMxt controvery 
in the sphare of economic development. Since then many other 
agreement have been signed between out two countries which 
have significantly contributed to Indifc* s production of steel, 
Oil, Elictridty heavy engineering goods sophisticated 
instruments, drugs among others. 
IMPORT, EQUIPMENT. INDUSTRIAL - SOVIET UNION 
KUA4MAT (RC), Partners in progress. Eastern Economist 66,9| 
27th February 1976|368-69. 
172 The Indo Soviet economic cooperation which started in 
the early fifties with the segning by the two countries of the 
first rupee payment agreement. Economic cooperation between 
India and the Soviet people as suggested started first in trade 
But soon it was diversified to include technical and financial 
assistance. <> 
IMPORT, FUEL - SOVIET UNION 
KERUSENE DIESEL pact with USSR. Hindustan Times 1st March 
1980|1i2. 
173 = India will import nine lakh tonnes of kerosene and ei^ht 
lakh tonnes of high speed diesel from the Soviet Union under 
the Indo-Soviet Union Trade plan in the corrent year according 
to a contract signed here tod?iy between the Indian oil cooper-
ation and sojuneftexport. 
' 8,9 
SHARMA (KK), India swaps rice for oil. Economic Times 12th March 
1979;2t1. 
174 The Soviet Union has agreed to setup its sup lies of 
crude oil to India by 600,000 tonnes in exchange for an equiva-
lent amount of rice. This was oneof the principal conclusion of 
talks. The barter deal helps India whose frain storege facilities 
are severely strained as a result of four consecutive good 
harwests. The Russians accept rice since India is already 
committed to supply wheat to Vietnam and wants to build up 
a buffer stock. 
IMPORT. MACHENERY and EQUIPA4ENT - SOVIET UNION 
INDO - SOVIET COLLABORATION. Link 17.25t 2nd February 1975; 
29. 
175 The trade relation of India with t he Soviet Union have 
also provide highly beneficiate to India's economic development. 
Both import and export items have been much more diversified 
than was possible in the case of Inia*s trade with the West. 
Apart from machBBery and equipmaat the Soviet Union supplies, 
India with some industrial raw materials, such as metals and 
oil products. 
IMPORT. FUEL - SAUDI ARABIA 
CHOPRA (Maharaj K). India and the oil emperor. Organiser 
26,43; 30 June 197«|8. 
76 There is a trade agreement between India and the oil 
Emperor. Saudi are the largest oil jtxmAuztinn producer in the 
world according to the agreemint Saudi Arabia supply million 
of tonnes crude oil to India and India exports of non tradi-, 
tional commodety to bbe Saudi Arabia. 
en 
IMPORT, GOOD GRAIN - UNITED STATE 
INDO-UNITED STATE. Joint commission. Eastern Economist 65,16| 
17th October 1975|759-60. 
177 According to hhe agteement US help India in so many 
field as seting up the industries in the country and also 
import the food grain to India. Many projects started in India 
with the US colobaration. 
-IMPORT. EQUIPMENT. INDUSTRIAL - UNITED SOVIET 
SOCILIST REBUBLIC 
KLOCKKOVSKY (C). Eample of international division of labour 
Indian Finance 97,18| 1st May 1976|401-03. 
178 ' The Soviet Union policy of effectively assistingslndian 
to build up an independent national economy has been further 
developed in these five years. Machines building enterprise 
built with Soviet technical assistance cater to India growing 
demand for heavy equipments. 
IMPORT. AGREEMENT. MARKETING - WEST ASIA 
WIDENING COOPERATION. Financial Express 14th November 1977; 
4t1. 
179 The protocol now signed list a wide field when economic 
and technical cooperation a sought to be achived however the 
most significant decisionfrom India's piont of view is the 
one relating to trade. The major items of import has been the 
crude oil valued at Hs. 200 corers. 
IMPORT. FUEL - WEST ASIA 
SAH (SL). Extra crude at little cost. Times of India 23 Feb 
19741 It 3. 
180 Iran will supply one million tonnes of crude every year 
to India forthe next five years mostly against differred 
payment in addition to the present supply of 2.8 million to-
nnes a year for the Madras refinery. 
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KORNEEV (VL). Economic Ties with West Asian countries. Eastern 
Economist 64,4> 31st Jan 1970 j 238-39. 
181 One of the most characlteristic feturis in the development 
of India's economic relations with foreign countries during the 
last few years has been a significant widening and deepening 
of economic ties with westAsian countris. The import which 
drains the resource of many developing countttes including 
India. 
BBV (S. Kumar). Develpping countries! Indian role on d«vekppni«nt 
Co»]nmerce 131,3370j 20 Dec 1975|991-92. 
182 Intensification of economic cooperation among developing 
countries now seems more particiable. The most important 
reson is ironically the division of the developing world itself 
into the rich and poor because of oil. It is not so much the 
enormous accretion of wealth to the oil producing countries 
as their manner of utilising it except of course the the 
s|»ending on military hardware that makes for greater comple-
mentarity in the field of industrial production. 
FAVOURABLE TRENDS in India's foreign trade. Economic and 
Commerce News 11th March 1978|6-8. 
183 India construction company has riirvM xiivsri rewed hopes 
of India's increasing participation in construction activity 
In West Asia oil exporting nations. However India's partici-
pation in the construction boom in the West Asia region has 
been confined merely to securing projects for implementation for 
which it has developed necessary technical exporties rather 
than capture market to any signifecent extent for export of 
construction plant* 
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IMPORT. GOODS. ELECTRICAL - JUGOSLAV 
MORE INDO-YUGOSLAV cooperation. Capital 174,4352| 27th Feb 
1975J289-90. 
184 In Calcutta the Yugoslav Deputy Prime Minister said that 
the Yugoslav Government would welcome a vigorasis role of the 
Indian private sector in the Indo Yugoslav uoint ventures in 
the coming years. Bwtween 1957 and 1970 the Government of India 
gave its approval to about 16 Indo Yugaslav ventures to be 
set up in thfti country. 
INVESTMENTy COOPERATION. IMPORT - IRAN 
TEXT ON Indo-Iran communique. Economic Times 6th Feb 1978; 
4i1-6. 
135 The Prime Minister of India accepted phe offer and thankee 
his imperial Majesty after other areas the two felt that the 
plans for economic development of the two countries ;ro\cided 
and excellent opportunity in accordance with their respective 
capabilities and capacities, ^ ome of the areas in which such 
cooperation could take place are rural electrification, 
generation and transmission of power, development of railways 
rehabititation of tracks construction of railway lines, 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT - EGYPT 
JAIN (Gerilal). Indo-Arab cooperation i welcome Egyptian 
initiative. Times of India 12th Han 1974| 4»3-5. 
86 It is too early to say wheather the Egyptian proposal 
to develop an arms industry backed by financial support from 
oil rich Arab countries and the technical know substiantial 
programme. But there can be little coubt that this is a highly 
significant initiatinve which New Delhi should not only welcome 
with out reservation but push with vigour for even limited 
success in this enter prise. 
9.3 
INVESTMENT. CQQPERATIQNZ IMPORT - GDR 
MANY SIDED cooperation. Link 18,47» 4 July 1976; 11-12. 
187 An interesting and important aspect of the economic 
relations between the German Democrative Republic and India 
is that while India became indepent in August 1947 the State of 
GDR come into exestence in October 1949 and it was after there 
emergenof as independent state that they started on the process 
of economic development. It was because of this common factor 
that the nature of economic relation between them took into 
account the stage of development of the two countries. 
INVESTMENT, COOPERATION. IMPORT - IRAN 
SHAH IN Delhi. Eastern Economist 70,6| 10 Feb 1978;235-36. 
188 India and Iran have developing mutual advantageous 
economic cooperation is well known and there has also been 
sufficent for knowledge of the Shah's entention to consider 
other projects. On the Kundremukh model. In fact even the 
indentities of the schwaes the financing of which is to be 
assested by the sale proceeds of crude oil which Iran would 
be supplying on credit, were established. 
INDIA IRAf-i stress community of interests* Eastern Ecnomist 
63,15; 11 October 1974;685-87. 
189 Indo-Iranian joint communique issued at the end of the 
Shah of Iran's state visit to India affirms the scope for 
greater economic and cultural cooperation among the littoral 
states of the Indian oceon. His empiral Majestfy and Prime 
Minister also agreed on the necessity of achiving complete and 
universal disarment including nuclear disarnaraent under effectiv€ 
international control. 
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INDENTITY OF enterests. Economic Times 31rd October 1974j 
5 C-h|8 C-h. 
190 There is a certain endentity of asperation between Iran 
and India both desire raped industrial development. Iran has 
a wealth of foreign exchange and Mtti limited potential for 
growth. Her natural resources are not confined to petrolium and 
natural gas but embrace ferrous and non ferrous ores-Ir^n ore 
copper and lead India. 
MUTUAL TRUST for mutual benefit. Ydana 18,8| 15th May 1974|3. 
191 8* The memorandum of understanding siggned at Tehran on May 2 
by India's Minister of external affairs and Iran's economic 
Minister, the joint communique issued on the some day simalta-
ncously at Teheran and New Delhi. 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT - KUWAIT 
KUWAIT AID for Kali project team to study technical aspects. 
Hindu 18th October 1975;4:3. 
1 92 There is an agreement between India and Kuwait in conection 
of establishment of grant Kali Hydle project in North Kanara 
districs. The first stage of the Kali project invisagers the 
gineration of 810 raw. power. 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT - KABUL 
CAMAR.^DERIE IN Kabul. Indian Express 3ird November 1975j4»1. 
193 The landing over to the Afghan Goverment of an industrial 
estate built on the outskirts of Kabul with Indian financial 
and tecnnlcal assistance gave an aoportunity to demonstrate 
the fruitfulness of friendshio and cooperation between the 
two countries. 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT « IRAQ 
PACT WITH Iraq. Times of India 30th March 1974J4J2. 
194 The new Indo Iraq agreement signed in New Delhi on Thurs* 
day not only confirms the two co.ntries desire to hip each othe: 
9.^  
in the economic and technical fields but holds the promise of 
widening the scope of this cooperation. Thus apart from the 1161 
million dolor credit promised for the purchase of oil during the 
corrent year. 
AQWANI (MS). India and West Asia. Secular Democracy 9,2-3; 
11th January 1976|161-63. 
195 7he oil and Natural gass commission of India a engaged 
in spadding oil wells in Iraq. The Kudremukh mine in Mirnataka 
are toeing developed to provede are for Iran's steel mill at 
Isfahan. Iraq have given India loan to cover bulk of the foreign 
exchange requirement of the multimillion oil refinery being set 
up at Mathura. 
tnvmKtxmnt 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT - SOVIET UNION 
KLOCHKOVSKY (L). TWO decades of purposeful cooperation. Eastern 
Economist 64,5; 31st January 1975;237-33. 
196 The first Indo Soviet economic agreement for the constru-
ction of the Bhilai Steel Plant of the two countries have 
toversed a long and fruitful road of cooperation. The Soviet 
Union extended its hand of friendly assistance to India in the 
most difficult and Important period of her economic development. 
INVESTMENT. COOPERATION. IMPORT - UNITED KIIJGDOM 
KORNEEL (VK). Trends in Indo-UK economic cooperation. Eastern 
Economist 64,3; 17th Jan 1975|111-13. 
197 During the last three years, Indo-UK economic relation 
had exhibited rabast signs of improvement in shorp contrast 
to the unhappy trends in the fifties and sixties. UK give the 
financial a*d to the India the total value of the UK's financial 
aid to India was 589 million. 
9G 
INVESTMENT. F0RIEC3N. IMPORT - US and UK 
INDIA'S ECONOMIC ties with US and UK. Eastern Economist 66,9; 
27th Feb 1976|358-62. 
198 Economic ties with the USA and Bretain traditionally 
played an important role in the context of India's economic 
relations with the outside wored. The USA and the United Kingdom 
are the principal sources of the enflow of private capital into 
the Indian economy Britain and the USA are ijajor trading partners 
of Indiaj# 
INVEST:4ENT. FORIEGN. IMPORT - WEST ASIA 
TRADING TO purpose. Eastern Economist 11th February 1972;220-21. 
199 The nation is currently concerned to make the economy more 
self relions and less dependent on foriegn aid the suspension of 
United State assistance. This was because the trend in foriegn 
trade in 1970-71 were so hopeful that they raised expections 
in some quarters of exports paying fully for imports and that 
it would be necessary to secure fresh foriegn and only for 
repaying old debts. 
RECORD DOUBLE in exports. Mainstream 6th March 1971;18. 
200 The continous decline in export trade from June to September 
last year had cast a gloom lostk bulk in the Foriegn trade Minisry 
and planing commission. Along vdth this there has also been an 
improvement in the country foriegn exchange reserves stood higher 
at fis, 864 cBores in 1970 then a total of as. 723 crores attaned 
in November last year. 
INVESTMENT. GOREIGN. IMPORT - WEST flBlMANy 
GOODWELL GALOREo Eastern Economist 54,10; 6th March 1970;343-44. 
201 The Uk and West Germany have shown keen interest in hastening 
the pact of economic cooperation with our countryr the foremost 
leaders Biritish industry who participated in the three day Indo 
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British turimtzy technological meeting in the capital, went so 
for as to say that our country had something to give tc the 
I UK. 
f^NOPQUES * USSR 
CHOPRA (SP). Indo Soviet collobaration 1955-75. Eastern 
Economist 64,5> 31st January 1975;232-33. 
202 Our country sought economic assistance from a number of 
friendly nation during the past two decades so as to quickin the 
par* of economic development. We are fully aware of our short 
comings particularly in regard to the papacity of resources and 
technical kiiBiftiriQK knov;how. Many countries held forth their 
hands of friendship and the USSR occupies a high rank among 
them. 
MONOPOLIES - JAPAN 
BALASUBRAMAHIAN (V). India in ECAFE. Eastern Economist 59,19; 
10th November 1972;994-97. 
203 India's trade with Iran another ECAFE country has some 
interesting features. Xhanks to its large imports of crude 
for its refineries and its considerable dependence on external 
sources for petrolium product generally India runs up heavy 
import bells with Iran which ranks next only to Japan among 
ECAFE cov^ ntries in India's import trade Iran's of take of Indian 
goods unlike Japan is however quite modest with the result that 
2KiC'India's heqvily in deficit with Iran on trade account. 
MONOPOLIES - IRAN 
DRIVER (PN). Indo-Iran friendship vital for both. Swaralva 
18,16; 20th Get 1973;21-22. 
204 We have to realize to what a great extent the economy 
of Iran depend upon its oil interest it nas to protact in the 
Gulf. Iran largest refinery is in Abadan which produce more tha 
combined production of all the nine refineries of India. 
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MARKETING - BEST ASIA 
UPADHYAYA (KK). Growth with trade and aid in the third world : 
India's case strdy. Southern Economist Ist May 1978j43-47. 
205 It is sought to assess here to what extent the growth of 
a relatively industrialized third world country India, depended 
and external resources and with what sucess trade and aid were 
used to make these available with huge internal narkot for 
various types of machnery, machine tools, electrical and trans-
port •squipment. 
RAY,N OVERsease raarketlng in the eighties. Economic Times 
23rd April 1977j5!3. 
206 The current decade had seen phenomenal growth of Indian 
exports. There was a pronounced shift from traditional to non 
traditional goods, the latter acquiring considerable share of 
export business. The great variations in the industrial structure 
and national income of the world markets are up to influence 
critically the need for goods and services and their ability to 
buy. 
SCOPE FOR Indo-Arab cooperation wide. National Herald 30 August 
19761411-2. 
207 The scope for further expansion of cooperation between 
India and the Arab countries as they strives econoriic development 
in i-.norntous. India has made a Ijig break In the markets of west 
Asia for her traditional export commodities. 
POI^ICIES. COMi'^ ERCIAL - ASIAN COUNTRIES 
IMPORT - EXPORT RATIONALISATIOM. Eastern Economist 10th Feb 
1978;237-38. 
^•08 The situation has changed radically dnring the last two 
years aji study increase in the remittances by Indian's a broad 
the growth in export earnings and reduction in import of such 
9y 
items as food grain, fertilisers and metals both ferrous and 
non ferrous. As a result the import policy has already been 
leberalised significantly. 
FOREIGN FRADE : Plus and minas. Eastern Economist 18th October 
1974;699-700. 
209 "the trends in exports from this country in the first fiwe 
months of the current financial year give roon for the hopeful 
expectation that the agfregate foreign exchange earnings in 
1974-*75 way ea'Jily be Hs, 3,000 crores against HS, 241 crores for 
1973-74, 
SHENOY (BR). Disastrous decline in Indian exports. Oirqaniser 
23|28j 2nd May 1970|5. 
210 Indian export fell continually from 7.5 percent of the 
Indian national product in 1960-61 as low as 4.3 percent in 
1967-68 and in relation to world export they fluctuated down 
word from 1.2 percent in 1960-61 to 0.8 percent in 1967-68 and 
lower still to Xil-.75 percent in the second goarter of 1969. 
POLICIES. COfAMERCIAL - AFRICA 
CREDIT AND aid for economic ties. Commerce 120,3076; 18th April 
1970;792-93. 
211 The best way of improving India's relations with Ibhe 
African countries with them rather than by sending cultural 
delegations and dance troupes to them. But unlike the countries 
of ECAFE region and west Asia where India has made resonable 
headway with the development of trade and the establishement 
of joint industrial enter prise in the country of Africa 
specialy those south of the Sahara present raany problems in 
regards to both. 
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POLICIES. COf^ '.ERCIAL - ARAB WORLD 
INDO ARAB IlES. Tlm»8 of India 2nd February, 1976;3t1-2. 
212 Mr. Hfykal did not disclose a state secret when he says 
that Cairo Is too dependent on the good well of aid given an 
other Arab Goveriiment able to act Independently on the question 
of recognition of Bangladesh and that It Is necessary for It to 
evilve as broad a consenius among '^em as possible. 
POLICIES. COMMERCIAL - ARAB e.URATES 
SUCCESSFUL VISIT. Times of India 11th Moveniber, 1975j4:2. 
213 The outcome Mr, Chavans visit to Irar^  and the United Arab 
Emirates is an encourging indication that tiiey are equally keen 
to forge ir.utially beneflcat ties with this country. T|»e economic 
agreement that the Minsiter for external affairs has signed in 
Tehran and Abu Dhabi leave little room for doubt on this score. 
POLICIES. COMi'^ .ERCI/vL - OiLF COUNTRIES 
GULF OF coordination. Economic Times 25th Nov, 1975;5:1. 
214 The FICCI delegation after a business tour of several Gulf 
States recommended the posting of a commissioner-gernal in 
the region to ensure India's economy presence and perform field-
back and co-ordinating rules. However the Governments piece 
meal response of shuffling positions with out making institutions 
innovation iiiay creat new problems. 
POLICIES. COMvlERCIAL - QBhhhAi^ 
OVERSEAS CAPITAL : higher seiectivily for investment. Commerce 
131,33-57; 20th Sep 1975;486-87. 
215 The new industrial collobaration Sanctioned by the Indian 
Government during the first six month of 1975. Thirty three 
Indo German collobaration have been sanctioned during the first 
half of 1975 as compared to 24 collobarations for the United 
Kingdom 19 for Sultzer Land, 18 for the US, a for Japan and 
20 for other countries. 
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POLICIES. COmERCIAL - IRAN 
IC\MANI (PR). New dimensions for Indo Iranian cooperation. 
Commerce 9th October, 1971j4-6. 
216 Two thousand five hundred ago |ly cyrea the great laid the 
firm foundation of the persian expire which has been grov/ing 
from strength to strength with each dynasity with each genera-
tion. The present ^mperor introduced the radical while lievolatioi 
SHARED HEGEMONIC asperattons. Economic and Political Weekly 
13,4-5; 28 Jan-Feb, 1978;118. 
217 The visit of Sawarn Singh to Iran in 1973 is gernaly 
acknowledge as a watershed in Indo-Irp.nlan relation the 
activisation of the Indo-Iranian joini economic coramission and 
the agreement on Kudremukh and the visit by Indir? Gandhi to 
learn and the Shah to India were merely tb«? recogi isation in 
specfic economic and political terns of these cloj-e links. 
POLICIES. COmERCIAL - IRAN 
MALHOTRA (Inder). Iran-India link. Guardian 5th Oct, 1974; 
1 :2-3. 
218 Joint communigue issued here today offer the Shah of Iran 
three day visit announced a programme of economic cooperation. 
India likes t emphasise b'jklatiral relationship,spMiattyx«tn«i 
MXXXfiXBZhHCV 
ACM CONCEPT not discused t Shah offers fuiids for host of 
projects. EflBomic Times 4th Feb, 1978;1:2-6. 
219 The Shah of Iran has made "generous offers" of investment 
in a number of projects in India. The offer came during the 
course of an exchange of views between him and r.rime Minister 
Morarji Desai v/hen the delegations of the two ccuntries meet for 
over an hour today. 
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EDIFICE OF indo-Iranlan collaboration. Commgrce 128,3287j 
11th May, 1974j672-73. 
220 Their is a economic agreement Signed by Mr. Svarn Singh 
and the Iraian Minister for finance and economic, Iran has 
decided to take three times the quantity of pellets it had 
originally to planned to import the two countries have agree 
to form a joint shipping line with an initial capacity of five 
Ikkh tonnes. 
ACCENT ON co-operation among developing countries. Commerce 
132,3301; 22nd May 1976;776-77. 
221 The following is the text of the communique issued on 
May 14 at the end of the five day visit to this country of the 
Prime Minister of Iran. The i^ rime of Iran expressed is deep 
appreciation of the worm and friendly welcome extended to him 
and the members of his party by the Goverment and people of 
India. 
INDO IRANIA^ J dialogue. Times of India 10th December, 1973; 
411-2. 
222 ^he visit of the itanian foreign Minister to New Delhi 
should hip carry forward the process of promoting mutual under-
standing which our external Minister initiated with his trip to 
Tnhran and pave the way for resamption of discussion on economic 
cooperation between the two countris. 
GES-RJRE OF ggod will. Times of India 21st July, 1973j4x3. 
223 Indian external affiars Minister visit in Tehran in conec-
tion of traae ggreement between India and Iran. Mrs, Gandhi has 
made a gesture of goodwill to the Shah. She could have if she was 
so inclined taken the stand that since he made statments which 
W V M for from friendly to this country it was up to him to make 
amends. 
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MUKERJEE (Dillip). Mew Delhi and Teheran progress towards 
accomrAodation. Times of India 10th May 1975;6:3-5. 
224 The concrete shape now given to plans for economic cooper-
ation between Iran and India v>/ill create a d^egxee (bf enterdepe-
ndence between the economic of the two countries, ^ he crucial » 
list for indo Iianian relations is v;hether the two countries 
can Itve with each others policies wis-a-vis their two neighbours 
REDDV (GK). Indo-Iran specail role in ensuring regional 
stability. The Hindu 12th May, 1976;1;2-5. 
225 ^he main theme of the Indo Iranian talks todipiy was that 
a constructive relationship between the tv/c countries in the 
political contribution to peace and stability in the Antire 
region. 
CHAKARVARTI ( Subhash). Masseiv^ e economic deal with Iran likey. 
Times of India 31st January, 1973|1:2-4. 
226 The Shah of lean's signed on a trade r-greemtnt and 
negatiations are now close to finalisation and the scope for 
economic cooperation betv;een the two countries is sought to 
be raised to a new high. 
POLICIES. COMMERCIAL - IRAQ 
NEW OPPORTUNITIES. Statesman 14th Nov, 1977;6:2. 
227 The recent meeting of the Indo-Iraq joint comnission was 
disiincity niore productive than the third session Baghdad Indian 
iirpcrts of Iraqi crude and dates and little was done abouA 
increasing Indian exDort to Iraq with the result that atxa 
India's advarse trade balance with Iraq continued to remain at 
a high level. 
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ECONOMIC WEAPON.Patriot 28th Feb, 1976;4i1. 
It is natural that Iraq and India should agree on the 
need to promote among nonaligned countries a greater measure 
of economic cooperation and coordination of effort to bring 
new strength to the fores of nonalignment. The two countttes have 
been following in dependent foreign policise directed against 
imperealism, neocolonialism and rucial domination and cooperated 
in the United Nations and outside in the compaign for the 
establishment of a just world economic order. 
INIX)- IRAQI JOINT communique t emphasis on third world cohesiv-
eneps. National Herald 27th Feb, 1976j1«3-4. 
Iraq and India are in complete agreement on the need to 
strengthen the unity solidarity and cohisweness of the nonaligned 
countries. The relktions between the two countries were growing 
and developing in the interest of the two frieddly people. 
BID TO balance trade. Commerce 135,3468| 19th Nov, 1977;946. 
^he signeficance of the protocol signed by India and Ira«[ 
in is in the fact that it sakx ts seeks to bring trade between 
the two countries more or less into balance. The trade balance 
is adverse to India its annual exports amounting to Rs. 4z crores 
as against its import bill of over fe, 100 crores. 
DHARMAHAJ/ihJ (S). Changing face of Iraqi Trade with India. Times 
or: India 7th August, 1974j7-8. 
Iraqfc radicalism considers itself to be part of the world 
revoulation. That is why the Baathist regime is keen to usses 
and cooperate with the developing nations to end their economic 
backworness the touchstone of their anti emperiaiist credentials 
being support to the Arab cause. 
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POLICIES. COMMERCI/>L - ITALY 
INDO-ITALIAN TIES. C F16anciaX Express 23irc[ Feb, 1971;4il4 
232 Indo-Italian trade relations will have to be based on 
continuing dialogue between the interests concerned in both the 
countries. The visit of Italian delegation to India ths most 
striking result of this visit of the delegation is the impression 
it has produced regarding India's inddstrial development. The 
leader of this team acknowledged that the current visit has 
provided as with a new image of Industrial India. 
POLICIES, CO.VJ^ \ERCI.U - NETHERLAI^ iD , 
TIES WITH Netherlands. Financial Express 25th Feb, 1971J4J3. 
233 India and Motherland have closed relation in the field of 
trad© India export to that co'jntiy mostly consist of tea, coffee, 
unmanufactured tobacco, mica, leather, cover yarn, jute manufac-
tur«a including yarn, hession cloth including carpet backing 
cloth bags and socks, etc. 
POLICIES. C0:4MERCI;\L - MEP/\L 
NEPAL AND India. Financial Express 8 Jan, 1971;4t1. 
234 It is unfortunate that Nepal has thought it pradent to 
lounch a diplomatic affensive against India even as efforts 
are still continuing to reach a negatiatsd settlement on all the 
outstanding issues concerning trade and transit facilities between 
the two countries. 
INDO- NEPAL TRADE talks. Eastern Economist 15th Jan, 1971j119-20. 
235 The commerce Minister of Nepal is reprted to have accused 
us of exerting undue pressure on his country with a new to atterir 
its econornic and trade policise export to Nepal are permitted as 
hetherte and supplies of issential articles like milk,salt, sugar, 
cloth, kerosens and medicines are being maintained uninterrupted. 
lOf] 
POLICIES. COiAAERCIAL - USA 
KRISHI^ IAIN) (NK). Janata backslide on -west Asia. New Age 26,40j 
1st October, 1973;1. 
236 The reported reaction of ibhe external affairs Ministry 
to the camp bound agreements hatched by US president Carter, 
Israili Premier begin and Egyptian President Sadat is the 
latest example of the disagraceful depute to which India's 
for<i;ign policy has sunk under the genuine nonlignment concept 
of Iha Janata Government. 
POLICIES. COWAERCIAL - US 
US TO resume aid to India. Commerce 130,3395; 26th /.pril, 1975j 
611-12, 
237 United States Government has decided to resume bilateral 
economic aid to India. It was also weling to open PL 480 aid 
lines. He stated that India had not indicated any specifee 
interest to the overtures made by the United State uovernment. 
POLICIES . COMMERCIAL - US 
PARASURAM (TV). India warms west on liberal emport policy little 
headway in talks with US. Sunday Standard 23rd Marbh, 1980;3:1-3 
238 The joint communique issued at the end of the tv/o day 
meeting of the US India economic and coinmercial subcommt*sion 
contains en Indian worning that the continuance of India's 
liberalised import policy^would depend on enternatioaal 
support" on suitable multilateral msachanisms being devised 
for tiding our this crisis and sympathetic responses from 
develop countries to its requests for market access. 
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PARASURAM (TV). Shattering blow to India's trade ties with US, 
Indian Express 27th August, 1980I1-7J8. 
239 Indo US trade relations have received a shattering. The 
US special trade reprensentative, to informed the Indian 
Commerce Secretary that Washington will not recognise the 
applicability of the multitatiral trade negotiation agreement 
to India. 
MOVNIHAN (Daniel Patriek). Indo-US relations. Yo_1a»a 19; 26 Jan, 
1975; 68. 
240 History seems to demand much of democrocise insiting 
that they from ime undergo several lists like the American 
republic, India has impressively surmounted each without 
SHcrifcing its fundamental democrative institution. Much to the 
credit of Indian statesmanship this twenty fith republic day is 
being celebrated at a time of peace. 
POLICIES. COMMERCIAL - WEST ASIA 
RAISING EXPORTS to West Asia; Capital 175,4390; 27th Nov, 
1975;701-02. 
241 There is a veminor on the Indian export and import policy 
with West Asian country sponsored by the Indian chamber of 
Calcutta in this semenor the commerce Minister highlighted 
the enormous scope for increading and diversifying Indians 
expptt to this region and suggested several measures for the 
purpose one of the most serious Impediments to export promotion 
to West Asia is the problem of transport. 
EASING CONTROLS. Indian Express 3rd Feb, 1978;6t1. 
242 The alexander committee on iifiport export policy and 
procedures was preculded from proposing a fundamental restruc-
uring of the counties foreign trade. The recommendation in 
favour of femulating impost wxport policy for a three year 
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span and avoidence of too many changki]^ in between is reasonable 
and well concevied. This Is combined with several other reconmi-
endatlons for streaming procederes and the functioning of the 
administrative machinery. 
DURAIRAJAN (N). Foreign trade and India's balance of payments. 
Southern Economic Revfctw 15th Feb, 1978| 31-32, 
243 For a long time trade wa considered to be not simply a 
device for achiving productive e^fciancy, but also it was an 
engine of growth. No one can deny that the foreign trade played 
an important role in the economic development in the country. 
Foreign trade have also helped the inflow of foreign equipment 
foreign capital and foreign ideas. 
ALEXANDER COMMITTEE on import policies. Eastern Economist 10th 
Feb, 1978| 269-71, 
244 ^he high powered alexander committee, constuted on November 
Ist, 1977 to revew the existing import export polices and 
procederes and the to recommend suitable changes in them, has 
submitted it report to he government, he Government would now c 
consider its recoimnendation which could help formulate our long 
term stralegy towards exports and imports. 
ABOUT EXPORT heuse. Eastern Economist 59,17| 27th Oct, 1972; 
888-89. 
245 The FIBO had said that export house were playing a significar 
tole in India's foreign trade and that their share in the country' 
exports was nearly 25 percent. There has been a great deal of 
diversifications in the trade pattern of our export house during 
the last one decade, arising from divesification in the country's 
production. 
PRASTIC IMPORT cuts iraflede induttrial growth. Capital 165,4140; 
26 November, 1970|903«-05, 
246 An analysis of Indian foreign trade statistics in 1969-70 
reveals the need for greater caution in stablishing import in 
order to achieve self sufficency. In the last financial year 
imports were cut. 
TARIFE. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL - HONGKONG 
VENKATESWARAN (RJ). Hong Kong shows the way. Swaralva 6th March, 
19711 11-12. 
247 The international monitory fund has just revealed that in 
1970 India's rank among the exporting countries of the world was 
the 20th compared to the 25th in the previpus year. It is not 
remarkable that HongKong with a papulation of only about 4 million 
should be able to export muchmore than India. 
TARIFE. GOODS. INDUSTRIAL - WEST GERMAN 
NEW ERA in Indian-German relation. Capital. 176;4398; 29th Jan, 
1976;147-48. 
248 The decission of the West German Goverment to liberalise the 
terms of lending to Sndia indicate that Aonn is fully satisfied 
with manner in which New Delhi has been using the aid managing 
its economic cooperation. 
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